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A.-HAM ID ISMAIL
A scholar of the class, A-Hamid never hesitated to help another in the subjects
he liked best, physics and math. His quiet and thoughtful manner everywhere
and his energy on the handball courts will long be remembered by the many
friends he won at B.C. After graduation, he will decide on a field for future
study.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Al-Iraqi Staff; Intramural Sports.
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
Rev. Sidney M. MacNeil, s.j.
ADIL AL-SARRAF
A determined student and an affable companion at all times, Adil used his
talents well both as a polished debater and an accomplished actor in the school
play. He relaxed by reading the best in literature while listening to the best in
music. His abilities in science will help him toward an engineering degree.
Debating Society; Dramatic Society, Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
AKII RAFIQ
Oui own "Prince ol Players", Arif delighted us all with his adept acting in
ral school plays. A tennis game before (lasses and a brisk constitutional at
noon helped him to keep ahead of his studies. His affable and steady disposition
•l . ith his keen interest in the sciences guarantee a successful medical career.
/;
- Dramatu Society; Al-Iraqi Staff"; Intramural Sports.
AWNI MAKIYYA
Gapable and industrious, Awni's solid liking for physics and math never hin-
dered him from playing, and usually winning, a fast game of handball. lie also
showed his prowess on the football and baseball fields. Awni's ability to make
friends will help him in anything he does. He hopes to be an engineer.
Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
SENIOR CLASS
Mr. Mahmud Yusuf
BADWARN HAGOPIAN
Always a gentleman, Bedwarn won to himself an ever-widening circle of friends
by his gentleness and generosity. A diligent student, he showed himself a capable
trackster in school track meets and should run after his civil engineering degree
just as steadily.
Track; Intramural Sports.
BAHNAM GEORGE
Like many other great men, Bahnam relaxed from his duties as the faithful
prefect of the Sodality and from the pressure of studies by reading detective
stories. His happy outlook on life and his strong character endeared him to all
who knew him. Medicine has a strong appeal for the future.
Sodality; Debating Society; Dramatic Society, Scientific Academy: Al-Iraqi Staff;
Intramural Sports.
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BASIL SADIQ.
Intelligent and determined, Basil excelled in biology and geometry. He found
his relaxation by reading good books and he especially enjoyed a good picnic
from time to time. His constant courtesy and attractive personality will help
him very much in his future medical career.
Debating Society, Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
BASIL SHAMMAS
An enthusiastic debater and earnest member of the Sacred Heart League, Basil
was always ready to help others. At home he enjoyed listening to music, while
at B.C. he won many testimonials for excellence in study. His talents in physics
and math have determined his future: he will study to be a nuclear physicist.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Al-Iraqi Staff.
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BASIM YUSUF
A boarding student from Basra, Basim won lasting friends by his genuine good-
ness and cheerful disposition. His love for books brought him constantly to the
library where he worked hard and efficiently. His liking for mathematics leaves
him undecided on whether to be an accountant or a mechanical engineer.
Library Staff; Intramural Sports.
BUTROS SIMU
This Inline engineer spent his time at home reading scientific books while at
s( hoolj math and physics problems kept him busy and happy. He was prominenl
in iln Scientific Academy and made many intelligent contributions to its dis-
Ons \li'i 'las-, he enjoyed a last game of handball or pingpong, but Ins
real lov< ill >|><>i ts was baseball.
Sacred //><ni League; Scientific Academy.
DHAFIR FARAJ
Dhafir's cooperative spirit made him prominenl in all school activities, bul
especially in those of the Sacred Heart League. His talents ranged from a< ting
in the school play to editing the Al-Iraqi. At home, he found relaxation by play-
ing his accordion to the delight of his many friends. Dhafir looks forward to a
career in medicine.
Dramatic Society; Al-Iraqi Staff; Intramural Sports.
EDWARD GEORGE
A truly popular member of the class, Edward made countless friends at B.< !.
by his warm and gentle humor and courteous manner. He loved all sports but
especially basketball and for several years was a mainstay of that team. His
favorite subjects: English and math; his favorite pastimes: listening to dance
music, swimming, and the cinema. Edward's future is undecided.
Debating Society; Basketball; Track; Intramural Sports.
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FAISAL MUNASIFI
Faisal's talents in all things academic made him a steady class leader. He was
a quiet but active member of our class, sincere and faithful in everything. His
special interests were Arabic and physics and he enjoyed a game of handball
or tennis. His love for scientific subjects leads him to choose a career in electronic
engineering.
Debating Society; Dramatic Society; Scientific Academy; Al-Iraqi Staff; Intramural
Sports.
FAKHRI YONU
Slender and personable, Fakhri's bright personality and winning sense of hu-
mor contributed much to the success of our years at B.C. He took an active
part in all school projects, but especially in the Sodality. He enjoyed watching
all kinds of games and played basketball and handball well. His ability in math
and physics promises success in the engineering field.
Sodality; Debating Society; Dramatic Society; Al-Iraqi Staff: Intramural Sports.
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FALAH QIRMA
Pleasant and persevering, Falah was a steady student who believed in making
the most of every opportunity. He played a fast game of ping-pong and was no
stranger to the handball courts. He spent much of his spare time over his stamp
collection and read many valuable scientific books. Falah will apply himself to
the study of engineering.
Intramural Sports.
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
Rev. William D. Sheehan, s.j.
FAWWAZ AL-GAILANI
Our own world traveller, Fawwaz delighted us with stories of the many countries
he has visited. His favorite sports were hunting and flying his uncle's airplane.
His cheerfulness and thorough likeableness won him enduring friends. He was
one of Fr. Kelly's staunchest poor collectors. Fawwaz's liking for biology leads
him to seek a medical career.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Al -Iraqi Staff; Library Staff; Intramural Sports.
GEORGE NUR]
George was the all-star shortstop on 1 1 1 < - baseball learn thai defeated I he Fathers
foi the first time in some years. Bu1 baseball wasn't his only strong point: his
genial wa.] and perseverance in studies helped him to enjoy his years at B.C.
completely. George's solid piet) in fulfilling all Ins religious exercises was a
. ..I edification to ns all. He hopes to be an engineer.
iral Sports ; //«< Prefet t.
GHASSAN ZARA
Dependable and hardworking, Ghassan gave a memorable performance in the
school play. His favorite subjects were Arabic, math, and chemistry and his
general scientific ability led him to take a leading rdle in the meetings of the
Scientific Academy. He relaxed at school by playing handball or baseball; at
home he enjoyed listening to good music. Here we have a future mechanical
engineer.
Debating Society; Dramatic Society; Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports ;
Bus Prefect.
SENIOR CLASS
Mr. Alfred Nasri
HABIB GABRIEL
Habib was a zealous and successful student who enjoyed all sports but especially
tennis. He was adept at playing the accordion and spent many relaxing hours
at home working on his enviable stamp collection. His ability in science and his
great thoughtfulness of others will help him to be an excellent doctor.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Track; Intramural Sports.
HAIK SALIBIAN
Good natured and very likeable, Haik was never seen without a smile on his
face. He was very active in sports and competed earnestly in all the school track
meets. His favorite subject was English in which he excelled and he spent his
leisure hours reading good books. He hopes to continue his studies at Al-Hikma.
Intramural Sports; Track.
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HAMID ATTISHA
A handsome dresser and attractive personality, Hamid was a classmate whom
all of us were happy to know. He enjoyed helping others and was ready to discuss
class matters at any time. He served faithfully as the Treasurer of the Sodality.
Math and physics were his favorite subjects and he hopes to devote the coming
years to civil engineering.
Sodality; Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Track; Intramural Sports;
Bus Prefect.
HASAN AL-PACHACHI
Quiet and well-adjusted to every situation, Hasan was noted for his generosity.
His unruffled temperament helped him to widen his circle of friends during his
school years. He was a conscientious student who prepared well for class and
had a strong preference for mathematics and English. He has made plans for
the study of medicine.
Intramural Sports.
WM&ti
HAZIM AL-UMAR
Hazim was the star pitcher who led the boys to victory in the annual Fathers-
Boys baseball game. His lively and easy-going personality made him very popu-
lar. He liked classical music and wrote short stories for enjoyment. At home,
Hazim did body-building exercises while at school he wrestled with math and
physics in the hope of winning a civil engineer's degree in the future.
Track; Intramural Sports.
HILAL NAIB
One oi our mosl humorous classmates, Hilal's interest and ability in Arabic
literature made him something of a class specialist in this field. He played a fine
'""' ol tennis and also enjoyed baseball, from his work and curiosity in the
s< ientifi< Acad< my, we guess thai Hilal is a candidate for medical studies.
lifit Icadi "i, : Intramural Sports.
HILAL OHAN
Hilal's quiet and genial good nature won him a host of friends at B.C. He was
a handball and swimming enthusiast who also liked to listen to music and read
good books. He proved himself an intelligent student whose special interests
lie in physics and math. He hopes to be a civil engineer.
Intramural Sports.
HILAL SHINA
Diminutive in stature but gigantic in ability, Hilal captured top honors many
times during his years at B.C. His performance in the school play was excellent
and his contributions to this year's Al-Iraqi were many. He was a devoted member
of the Sacred Heart League who enjoyed playing tennis in his off-hours.
Success is sure to follow Hilal in anything he does.
Sacred Heart League; Dramatic Society, Scientific Academy; Al-Iraqi Staff; Intramural
Sports.
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HUSAIN ALI
Husain was a member of our secondary basketball team who always strove
courageously to win against sometimes overwhelming odds. His playful person-
ality hid his more serious side which sometimes led him into deep discussions
of important matters. He was a capable trackster and each year took home a
a few prizes from the track meet. We will remember Husain for his likeable ways.
Basketball; Track; Intramural Sports.
HUSHMAND AL-JAF
A gay classmate, Hushmand was always ready with a humorous remark in
goad taste. He was liked by all, students and faculty alike, and excelled in scien-
tific studies. His ability in chemistry and physics points to a bright future in
engineering.
Intramural Sports; Track.
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IMAD FARJO
Imad took pleasure in frequently discussing class matters with a gentleness and
modesty that won him many friends. He was a forceful debater who did an
excellent job of acting in the school play. He spent his days at B.C. as a happy
and earnest member of the Sodality. Imad's scientific interests point toward a
medical career with surgery as a specialty.
Sodality; Debating Society; Dramatic Society; Al-Iraqi Staff; Track.
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
Mr. Nuri al-Qaisi
ISA JAMIL
A faithful member of the Sodality, Isa was friendly and helpful at all times. He
worked very hard, especially in biology and physics, and consistently achieved
good marks. He liked every kind of sport and played handball and basketball
well. Painting is his favorite hobby. Isa plans to study medicine.
Sodality; Sacred Heart League; Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports;
Bus Prefect.
JAWAD TU'MA
Jawad had a following of friends as \n% as he was and he always kepi them happy
and smiling. He was a nark star of great ability and his specialty was the shot-
put. His steady reading at home was probably the source of the many funny
stories he told us. His interest in scientific subjects draws him toward a future
as an engineei
.
Debating Society, Track; Intramural Sports.
JOHNNY BAR J UNI
Quid and attentive, Johnny preferred algebra and geometry to all his other
subjects. He was a precise debater and a leader in the activities of the Sacred
Heart League and the Sodality. He enjoyed a game of handball or tennis from
time to time, and was often seen behind a book in the library. Johnny's interest
in math indicates mechanical engineering as a career.
Sodality, Sacred Heart League; Debating Society; Intramural Sport',.
SENIOR CLASS
Rev. Edmund F. Kelly, s.j.
KAMIRAN DABBAGH
Kamiran was a gifted classmate whose ability in studies was matched by his
ability in sports. He was an excellent basketball player who for several years
led his team to victory. His generosity, courtesy, and thoughtfulness contributed
much to the cheerfulness of the boarding school and of all who knew him. He
hopes to be an architectural engineer.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Basketball; Track; Intramural Sports.
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MAAD MADHAT
Maad had a great variety of interests, but Arabic and math classes captured
most of his time at school. At home, swimming and basketball kept him physi-
cally fit. His light-heartedness always cheered his many friends and he always
had a kind word for everyone. Maad's plans for future studies are uncertain,
but mechanical engineering has a strong appeal.
Scientific Academy; Track; Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
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MUAYYAD BAGHDAD1
High-spirited and well-mannered, Muayyad was liked by all. He was always
the first of the boarders to emerge in the morning and his eagerness for study
led him to devote much time to English and physics. He regularly achieved high
marks. At home he worked on his large stamp collection, while at school he
enjoyed handball and baseball. Muayyad wants to be an oil engineer.
Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
MUFID HASSU
Mufid's generosity was especially evident in the way he fulfilled his duties as
the assistant prefect of the Sodality. He was admired and liked by all for his
cheerful devotion to duty. He enjoyed fishing, swimming, or taking long trips
on holidays and at school he liked math best. He hopes to enter the Engineering
College.
Sodality; Al-Iraqi Staff; Track; Intramural Sports.
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MUHAMMAD ATIYYA
Pleasant and fun-loving, Muhammad vigorously pursued his studies and gave
himself unsparingly to all school projects. His many interests helped to make
him the well-rounded man. At school, he singled out scientific subjects as most
interesting, and on holidays he never failed to enjoy a cinema. He will prepare
for engineering studies.
Track; Intramural Sports.
MUNTHAR NAMAN
Munthar was a gentle and sincere classmate who gained the esteem and affec-
tion of all who knew him. He loved order in everything, especially in (lie bus
ofwhic h he was prefect. He did a great deal of work for the Sacred Heart League,
while ;it home he relaxed wit It his stamp collection and listened to classical
niu i' His ability in biology augurs well for a successful medical career.
Sacred I h,n i League; Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
MUTHAR AL-UBAIDI
Diligenl and diminutive, Muthar was never seen without a smile. He was an
avid basketball fan and the leading member of a team outside of school. He
liked all music, but especially dance music. His many interests helped him to
make many friends. Muthar's liking for the sciences predicts that he will join
the engineering field.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports.
MUWAFFAQ. HASSU
A neighbor of the college, Muwaffaq was one of the few who walked to school
every day. His loyal work in the Sacred Heart League prompted him regularly
to assist the Fathers in many church functions. His favorite relaxations: reading
mysteries, watching an Alfred Hitchcock movie, or listening to jazz. Muwaffaq
hopes to continue his studies in the Engineering College.
Sacred Heart League; Intramural Sports.
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NABIL SHUNIYYA
Nabil was a staunch member of the secondary basketball team and one of the
all-stars who defeated the Fathers in baseball. As the secretary of the Sodality,
he gave constant good example to his classmates and fully merited the esteem
they gave him in return. His solid foundation in math and physics should help
him to undertake a career in engineering.
Sodality; Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
NABIL TAWFIQ.
A genial gentleman with a fine competitive spirit, Nabil was the smooth man-
about-campus. He was a formidable opponent in any sport and an avid and
reflective student in physics class. His generosity and thoughtfulness gave him
many friends during his years at B.C. Nabil, too, would like to be an engineer.
Intramural Sports.
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NABIL TUMINNA
Nabil was built as strongly as a tank and used every ounce of his strength in
the shot-put during the annual track meet. He was also an excellent swimmer
who read science and mystery books with pleasure. He liked physics class so
much that he repeated many of the experiments in his home laboratory. Likeable
Nabil hopes to be a mechanical engineer.
Sacred Heart League; Track; Intramural Sports.
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
Rev. John J. F. McCarthy, s.j.
NADIR JAMSHID
Nadir hid a lively sense of humor beneath his quiet exterior. He was unassuming
in manner, but a real asset to any class. He was a conscientious student, eager
to discuss world affairs with his friends. His liking for English and solid geometry
points to mechanical engineering as a possible field for future study. Nadir is
the first graduate who is himself the son of a graduate.
Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
NAIL MURAD AL-SHAIKH
Talented and artistic, Nail never lost an opportunity to be helpful to others.
He loved all sports but played handball best, and relaxed at home by playing
Ins accordion. Classroom conquests included chemistry and biology and his
competence in these leads him to seek a doctor's degree.
Sodality : Intramural Sports.
NAJIB HANNA
Najib was an affable and pleasant gentleman who played sports, especially
handball and ping-pong, with great skill. Outside of elass, he poured over his
admirable stamp collection while listening to good music. He especially relaxed
on a good picnic or at the cinema. His careful attention to details will help him
to be an excellent doctor.
Debating Society; Dramatic Society; Al-Iraqi Staff; Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
SENIOR CLASS
Mr. Elia Yaqub
NAZAR YUSUF
Not easily perturbed by the problems of life, Nazar was a classmate whose happy
outlook on everything was contagious. He was hardworking and attentive in
studies, nonetheless, and eagerly fulfilled his duties as a Sodalist. Still he found
plenty of time to play football. Nazar's interest in science draws him toward
engineering as a career.
Sodality; Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
NIHAD ABAJI
Filled with vigor and vitality, Nihad took part in nearly every possible school
activity. He was an excellent ball player and capable track star whose good
nature and sportsmanship sparked his teams to many victories. Because of his
interest in others and generosity toward them, he can look forward to success in
anything he does.
Sodality; Sacred Heart League; Al-Iraqi Staff; Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
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NUBARJIRAIR
Tall and talented, Nubar generously devoted many hours of his free time to
hard work in the library. His cheerfulness lightened the meetings of the Scientific
Academy, and his loyalty to the class made him one of our strongest supporters
at all times. At home he read many books and listened to music; in school his
favorite subjects were math and physics. Engineering will claim him in the
future.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Library Staff,
QURAISH YUSUF
An easy-going gentleman, Quraish could be seen very often driving his Ford
through the city. He was a diligent student who managed to enjoy himself all
the time. He relished all sports, the cinema, and music — in that order. His skill
in mathematics promises a successful engineering career.
Scientific Academy; Library Staff.
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RAFI MAKARDIJIAN
Ran was the star tennis player of the class whose keen sense of humor kept his
friends' spirits high. He frequently visited the library during lunch hours and
entertained himself at home by reading scientific books and building model
airplanes. Rafi will make a good mechanical engineer.
Scientific Academy; Track; Intramural Sports.
RAMZI ISA
\n active and intelligent companion, Ramzi devoted much time to reading. His
favorite pastimes: pingpong, music, and reading good plays; his favorite sub-
English and math. He did a commendable job of acting in the school
and his insights in the Scientific Academy were well appreciated. He
ambitions to be an electronic engineer.
• <n ui :: Ihiiiiiain Smifly; Sdenlijic Academy; Al-Iraqi Staff',
Int Sports.
RIADH AL-WAKIL
Noted for his generous spirit of cooperation, Riadh was awarded many testi-
monials for scholastic excellence especially in physics and math. He filled his
free moments by working on his stamp collection or driving his Mercedes. Riadh's
even temperament helped him to make many enduring friendships. He will study
to be an engineer.
Sodality; Sacred Heart League; Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Al-Iraqi Staff;
Bus Prefect.
SAAD ASAD
Strong and determined, Saad was a prominent athlete of the class. He played
baseball, volleyball, football, and tennis with enviable skill and was equally
capable at the books. A smile was the trademark of his happy personality and
his many friends testify to his popularity. Medicine appeals to him as a pro-
fession.
Track; Football; Intramural Sports.
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SAADI BAYATI
Saadi gave his best effort to all his tasks and showed a strong preference for
mathematical studies. He was a dependable fielder on the team that beat
the Fathers in baseball, and he played in fast company on the handball and
tennis courts. Saadi liked to work on his stamp collection or to drive his car
about the city for relaxation. This personable young man looks forward to
entering the Engineering field.
Track: Intramural Sports.
SABAH ADNAN
High-spirited, but studious, Sabah was never seen without a book in his
hands. He was a good listener in any conversation, but was always ready to
propose his own ideas. The athletic program received his full support
and he played a fine game of tennis. From his discussions in the Scientific Aca-
demy, we guess he will make an excellent engineer.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Track: Intramural Sports.
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SABAH AUDU
A leading participant in school activities and sports, Sabah favored biology
and enjoyed every minute of the laboratory periods. He read Arabic and English
novels in his spare time, and was a diligent collector of fine photographs. He
had a deep appreciation of good music. We wish this jovial classmate success
in his medical studies.
Track; Intramural Sports.
SALAH SULAIMAN
Salah wli a determined student who was happiest in the biology laboratory-
He was always ready to help another focus his microscope on an elusive object-
He gave his help unstintingly to the work of the Sacred Heart League and pro-
fited greatly from all its exercises. His favorite sports were swimming and riding
a bicycle. Salah hopes to be a pharmacist.
Sacred Heart League; Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
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SALAM A-WAHAB
Well-balanced and high-principled, Salam was a classmate whose honesty and
justice will be remembered always. His many friends are a proof of his likea-
bleness and popularity. He rested from school work by reading, working on his
stamp collection, or swimming. His interest and ability in scientific matters make
him a suitable candidate for medical studies.
Intramural Sports.
SALIH YUNIS
Nalili was a talented classmate who was noted for his calm and gentlemanly
manner. He liked to watch all kinds of games and was one of the most loyal
supporters of the basketball team. Nothing ever kept him from seeing a good
< inema, and slill he steadily achieved such good marks that wc feel sure he will
in i -.' i llent do< tor.
Debating Academy; Intramural Sports.
SALIM AL-SARRAF
Salim was a thoughtful member of the class who made many significant contri-
butions to this year's Al-Iraqi, and won the admiration of his classmates by his
exact and forceful debating. He played basketball and handball well and liked
to read while listening to music. His penetrating questions in the Scientific Aca-
demy give promise of a bright future in engineering.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
SAMIR JAWAD
Affable and high-spirited, Samir participated energetically in all possible extra-
curricular activities. He played tennis well, but liked nothing better than a good
baseball game. His discussions on important matters showed how deep was the
profit he gained from his studies. His splendid ability to get along with everyone
should help him to be successful in the career he chooses.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Al-Iraqi Staff; Track; Intramural Sports.
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SHIHAB AL-AWQATI
Like many other B.C. students, Shihab divided his days and hours on campus
between the demands of his studies and the enjoyment of his classmates'
companionship. He was a frequent visitor to the basketball courts where he
played well himself or was a strong supporter of his class teams. He leaves the
school remembered by his friends and hopeful of a future in medicine.
Basketball; Intramural Sports.
SHIRAM SURIN
Always regarded as a capable student in the classroom, Shiram enjoyed painting
and listening to soft music in his off-campus hours. Though a willing participant
in all the student games at B.C., tennis stood out as his favorite. Math class had
a special fascination for him and he leaves our campus with his gaze focused
on a future in mathematics.
Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Track; Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
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WALID FARAJ
Looking steadily ahead to the vistas of the future, Walid earnestly applied him-
self at B.C. both to his studies and to the quiet, thoughtful winning of close
friends. Serious, but not without a warm smile, Walid was strongly partial to
his classes in English and math, as well as to a spirited game of handball. A career
in engineering beckons.
Sacred Heart League; Debating Society; Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
WALID SALMAN
Poetry is a universal language and Walid took a special delight in the reading
and composition of English poetry. Tall, determined, and an avid reader, Walid
spent many hours outside of class listening to music and enjoying the compan-
ionship of his many friends. A man of the jet age, Walid shows an interest in
aircraft piloting as a career.
Debating Society; Al-Iraqi Staff; Intramural Sports.
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WASKIN ASADURIAN
A man with a mind for details, Waskin was a diligent staff-worker in the library,
the painstaking production assistant for the Dramatic Society's annual perfor-
mances, and the editor-in-chief of the Al-Iraqi. Despite such activity, he still
found time to achieve regularly good grades. His neat appearance, courteous
manner, and friendly good humor will continue to win him the respect of all.
Dramatic Society; Debating Society; Al-Iraqi Staff; Library Staff; Bus Prefect; Intra-
mural Sports.
WISAM QAMBAR AGHA
A strong and supple body and a generous spirit served Wisam in good stead in
tin athletic events at B.C. His love for sports was universal, and his pleasant
and sincere manner brought him the support of many friends both at school
and oil-! ampUS, Wisam shares with many of his classmates the ambition to study
in' < hanical engineering.
I~)ramatit Society] Intramural Sports.
YUSUF EMMANUEL
Architectural engineering was Yusuf's guiding star, and math and solid geometry
received his special attention as he readied himself at B.C. for his higher educa-
tion. He engaged actively in the school's sports program, and on holidays
he could be seen touring the city on his bicycle. His many friends wish him
success in his ambitions.
Al-Iraqi Staff\ Bus Prefect; Intramural Sports.
ZIA YUSUF
B.C.'s scientific curriculum, especially physics, biology, and math, held a special
place for Zia. A well-rounded student, he was a staunch supporter at B.C.'s
games and his enthusiasm for track won him several medals in stiff competition.
At home, he found detective stories entertaining. His ambition is to enter the
honored field of medicine.
Al-Iraqi Staff; Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
B
A
G
H
D
A
D
ZUHARAB JAKALIAN
Zuharab was the man to see when it came to solving math problems, since
physics and math ranked highest on his list of favorite classes. Besides his in-
terest in the activities of the Scientific Academy, he proved his athletic ability
in the high jump. His many friends wish him success as he enters the field of
engineering.
Debating Society, Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
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Rev. Stanislaus T. Gerry, s.j.
Mr. George Abbosh
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(3 lies; 1 -L*i£ _/J J
.SVx//! rcw: (left to right) Hashim Sadiq; Rafid Attisha; Najat al-Dabbagh; Luay
Philip; Hilal Daud; Laith Hayali; Ashur Dick.
Fifth row: Muwaffaq Shamun; Hanna Dabbas; Kamal Taqtaq; Muhammad Khalil;
Adnan al-Chalabi.
Fourth row: Mahir Faiq; Ali Abdullah; Khalid Hikmat; Matti Tabib; Raman Dick;
Dhafir Elias.
Third row: Husamaddin al-Rawi; Joseph Bahoshy; George Yusuf; Ala Antun; Athir
Battah; Fakhri al-Hilali; Ali Hasani.
Second row: Walid Elias; Saad Zaku; Dilair Armaghani; Saad A-Daim; Kadhim al-
Najafi; Walid Mahmud.
First row: Livon Dramirian, Fadhil Shakarji; Fr. Gerry, S.J.; Ahmad Mahmud;
Talha al-Shawwaf.
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Sixth row: (left to right) Raad A-Qadir; Jones George; Hasan Q.. Hasan; Basil A-Latif;
Azam Rabia; Yusuf Badalian; Hadi al-Umari.
Fifth row: Wadi Yusuf; Aqil Atiyya; A-Rahim A-Jabbar; Ghanim Tabchi; Muayyad
Matti.
Fourth row: Korkis Michael; Ishu Yonathan; Vartan Parsighian; Nabil Majdalani;
Karnik Babaian ; Thuayyib A-Jabbar.
Third row: Rashid al-Kuhaimi; Leon Hartyun; Falah Alaka; Mahmud Falih; Mukhlis
Edward; Muwaffaq Naman; Jaffar Allawi.
Second row: Nashat George; A-Hadi Ismail; Haidar Kubba; Ahmad A-Rahman;
George Hayrak; Muhammad Rafiq.
First row: Mahir Razzuq; Yaqub Zainal; Tr. J. L. McCarthy, S.J.; Nabil Tuma;
Nidhal Mansur.
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Rev. John J.C. McCarthy, s.j.
Mr. Wim.iam Johnson
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.SVx//* rat-: (left to right) Faris Farid; Naif al-Hathal; Nizak A-Majid; Najib Qunja;
Edmund Edward; Nabil A-Latif.
Fifth row: GhassanYusuf; Muayyad Majid; Alfred John; Ramzi George; Nasir Haddad;
Hagop Arshak.
Fourth row: Jibran Yusuf; Zuhair Thomas; Victor Kivorkian; Hani Matlub; Khalis
Mahmud; George Yanni.
Third row: Michael Simonian; Nadhir Abbas; Ali Sabih; Mumtaz Hanna; Isam al-
Mahawili; Haitham A-Jabbar.
Second row: Muhammad Mustafa; Khalil al-Naquib; Anwar Barnuti; Jesse Roy;
Nazar Daud; Claude de Marchi.
First row: Walid al-Dabbuni; Imad Jaddu; Fr. J. J. McCarthy, S. J. ; Fadhil al-
Khaffaji; Raad Hashim.
Sixth row: (left to right) Sahir Elias; Faisal al-Mumaiz; Zuhair Balal; Nigel Dhia;
Zahir Yusuf; Jafar Sadiq; Harith Sadiq.
Fifth row: HaikMardiros;W'samSaigh; Muayyad Kadhim; FarqadSalih; Riadh Daud.
Fourth row: Hagop Fahmi; Ohannes Artin; Raad Bunni; Albert Baba; Farid Tabib;
Khalid al-Bana.
Third row: Nabil al-Rawi; Henri von Kelaita; Ali Shamsaddin; Emmanuel Shushu;
Raad Bahnam; Muwaffaq al-Dabbuni; Surin Wartanian.
Second row: Shadrak Shabbas; Said Qasim; Namir Faiq; Raziq Saigh; Shawki Jurjis;
Usama al-Naib.
First row: Sinan A-Jabbar; Ramiz Daud; Fr. Fennell, S.J.; Wathiq Hindu; Shakib
al-Sinjaqli.
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Sixth row: (left to right): Samih Rajib; Asad Abbud; Emmanuel Hermes; Mudhar
Hamid; Joseph Said; Raad Jamal; Imad Jassam.
Fifth row: Saad al-Rawi; Mahmud Muhammad; Sabah Bakir; Jamal Jamil; Fuad
Faidh.
Fourth row: Skender Albert; Namir Saigh; Khalil Ibrahim; Hani Elias; Imad Mahawili;
Nazar Dindo.
Third row: Fawzi Zeitu; Talal Munasifi; Stephan Ovanessoff; Shant Hovsepian;
Saigon Warda; Suhail Naimi; Sabah Nuraddin.
Second row: Mazin Sabri; Qa's Naman; Makram Anastas; Sudad al-Mutwali; Adnan
al-Jamali; George Gogue.
First row: Maan Munib; Athil Alios; Fr. Madaras, S.J.; Mahmud al-Tai; Mazin
Madhat.
Sixth row: (left to right) Hikmat Aziz; Basim Najdat; Raad A-Wahab; Nimatallah
Warrudi; Ara Boghossian; Raja Pio.
Fifth row: Nassar Wadi; George Kakus; Walid al-Tawil; Daud Shaul; Nihad Mahmud;
Yusuf Abbu; Saad A-Razzaq.
Fourth row: Dhafir Khudhairi; A-Aziz Rifat; Qutaiba al-Saffar; Faisal Nasir; Hazim
al-Umari; Talal Hanna.
Third row: Bariz Umar Ali; Makram al-Shaikh; Sarkis Theodossian; Muhannad
al-Shakarji; Vikin Sadurian.
Second row: Said al-Rawi; Faris Namiq; Antsar Shuniyya; Basil Simon; Clement
Johnston; Sabah al-Khatib.
First row: Noel Zia; Muhannad al-Qazwini; Fr. J. Owens, S.J.; A-Hafidh al-Pachachi;
Imad al-Qazwini.
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Rev. Robert E. Manning, s.j.
Mr. Michael Hanley
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.S7.v/A row: (left to right) Saad Salih; Swarah Qaftan; Samuel Aprim; Basil Adib; Daud
al-Mudallal; Salih al-Pachachi.
Fifth row: Muhammad A-Hamid; Qaisar Ibrahim; Kegham Minas; Intissar Elias;
Nuri Hassan.
Fourth row: Imad Habba; Mushtaq Albert; Nan al-Saffar; Nadim Jibrail; Sabah
Yaqub; Vraj Hartyun.
Third row: Wayil Muhammad; Mihran Sabunjian; Leon Basil; Wadhah Ismail;
Ghassan Jamil; Iyad Qassar; Falih Salih.
Second row: Maan al-Dabbuni; Elias Raji; Raad Istephan; Muayyad Hammadi; Majid
Hamid; Hilal Elias.
First row: Sabah al-Mudallal; Yasin A-Qadir; Fr. Manning, S.J.; Sarmad Mahmud;
Saad Gulli.
Sixth row: (left to right) Muhammad Ali; Mervyn Burby; Sahran Ibrahim; Sabah
Dawisha; Sarmad Majid; Muhyiddin A-Shafi; Amin Salih.
Fifth row: Raad Salih; Mushtaq Metti; Usam Tobia; Elias Khayyat; Imad al-Sha-
karji.
Fourth row: Leon Dajadian; Ghandi Shemdin; Iyad Muhammad; Samir Said; Nabil
Hanna; Mahmud Majid.
Third row: Nishan Nishanian; Qais Zakho; Yuil Ishaya; Saad al-Hassun; Maan al-
Halabi.
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Second row: Athir Shanawi; Ahmad al-Gailani; Alajabiru; Zuhair Stephan; Hraj Kha-
rajian; Haitham Fuad.
First row: Ziad al-Dabbuni; Khalid Yusuf; Fr. Merrick, S.J. ; Joseph Jurgi; Falah
al-Qadi.
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Mr. Yahya al-Thalibi
Mr. Hamdi Ali
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5/a'^ ro;t> : (left to right) Joseph Boukathir; Hikmat Marugil; Fatallah Yusufani; Basil
Hanna; Muayyad Nasir; Daud Sulaiman; Rafat al-Sinawi.
Fifth row : Thomas David ; Naman Shakir ; Lawrence Yaqub ; Sabah Faraj ; Hafidh
Abbas.
Fourth row: Hamid Atiyya; Azad Fuad; Yusuf Antun; Berj Turabian; Sarkis Badalian;
Saad Tammimi.
Third row: Sabah al-Ubaidi; Khaluk al-Qaisi; Muwaffaq al-Baya; Hrand Jirair;
Adi al-Tai; Raad Shanshal; Faruq Nasir.
Second row: Ramzi Fawzi; Husham al-Amin; Marqus Ishaq; Adrian Kadhim; Farid
Faddu; Maan A-Khalik.
First row: Ghassan Hikari; Wadhah Shakir; Fr. Manning, S.J.; Faiz Qazanji; Nabil
Tariq.
Sixth row: (left to right) Francis Roca; Adil Mahdi; Kanaan Makiyya; Husni Hab-
boush ; Said Abda; Maan al-Ashaiker; Joseph Finan.
Fifth row: Khalil Ibrahim; Latif Ibrahim; Adnan al-Dhahib; Adnan Sabih; Ahmad
Bajalan.
Fourth row: Ali Faraj; Leonard Yaqub; Edmund Paulus; Riadh al-Sabti; Faris Sham-
mas; Rufail Rumanos.
Third row: Tariq al-Ani; Hazim Barnuti; Ghassan al-Halabi; Namir Kamal; Dhia
Sharif; Amjad al-Umari; Nabil al-Fraiah.
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Second row: Armand Arshavir; Ramon Nazarian; Shakib Halabu; Thomas Azaian;
Faiq Tukmachi; Sabah Sulaiman.
First row: Hisham al-Qassab; Hassan Anwar; Fr. Mahoney, S.J.; Bahir A-Latif;
Kamal Qassim.
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StttfA row: (left to right) Jamil Tu'ma; Nihad Jassam; Amir Akram; Nabil Yusuf;
A-Aziz al-Khafaji.
Fifth row: Maan Taha; Wasim Wadi; Farid Nassouri; Digol Bajan; Baha Nozal.
Fourth row: Robin Yaqub; Istabruk al-Imam; Farid Muallim; Khalid Shanshal; Raad
Kattula; A-Hadi al-Baya.
Third row: Jamaladdin Yusuf; Saman Qazzaz; Yusuf al-Allawi; Salim A-Hadi; Boghos
Yerwant; Riadh Jabburu; Ghazi al-Atrachi.
Second row: Issa Tuma; Munthar Yusuf; Daud Jabaji; Matheos Matheosian; Edward
Faiq; Nasir Yusuf.
First row: Talib Naji; Dhafir al-Fattal; Fr. Mahan, S.J.; Jawad al-Zubaidi; Sarmad
Salih. (Absent: Sami Hanna).
Sixth row: (left to right) Basil al-Shawwaf; Samir George; Fraidun A-Karim; Albert
Moshi; Samir Salih; Zuhair Jamil; Usama al-Raihani.
Fifth row: Faris Yusuf; Shawqi Halata; Luay Abid; Saad Allawi; Nazar al-Mudallal.
Fourth row: Imad John; Firas Haqqi; Muhammad al-Samarrai; Akram Korkis; Mahir
Muzahim; Nail Shammami.
Third row: Hanna Yaqub; Kirmanj al-Talibani; Wasim al-Qubbaisi; Jack Yusuf;
Husamaddin Anani; Khalid Abdulahad; Kamal Tessy.
Second row: Gilbert Sarkis; Zuhair al-Wahab; Imad Ibrahim; Yeprat Evanian; Salim
Daud ; Douglas Rowland.
First row: Alex Salibian; Ali al-Hilli; Fr. Sullivan. S.J.; Suhail Najim; Suhail A-Kafi.
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Rev. Edmund F. Kelly, s.j.
Mr. Yahya Barsoum
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.S7x//j twi: (left to right) Muhammad Rahmatallah; Farid Abdulahad; Joseph Tuma;
Hikmat Philip; Khalid Atiyya; Hraj Melconian.
Fifth row: Adil Arab; Makram Samhiri; Mazin al-Gailani; Iyad Gabriel; Petio Kaku;
Sami Daiza; Riadh Habboush.
Fourth row: Usama Ahmad; Rawa' Ismail; Ghassan al-Saigh; Falah Astrabadi; Faisal
Amin; Wayil al-Khudhairi.
Third row: Amir al-Atrachi; Samir Faraj; Aws Salim; Munir Dishu; Sabih Faisal.
Second row: AH Ghalib; Faiq Slivva; Iqdam Asker; Hani Akkawi; Adrian Fadhil;
Raziq Rassam.
First row: Daud Ibrahim; Saad al-Sarraf; Fr. E. Kelly, S.J.; Luay Tappouni; Tawfiq
al-Bassam. (Ahsent: Ramiz Madhmi).
Sixth row: (left to right) Muhammad Khazrachi; Butros Shamun; Faiq Daud; Kamal
Ephram; Samir Yusuf; Nuhad Thwainy.
Fifth row: Melcon Kaspar; Muwaffaq Kattan; Vache Azadian; Garabet Atanossian;
Kamil Abbas; A-Qadir al-Assaf; Salman Daud.
Fourth row: Emmanuel Dinkha; Usama al-Shabibi; Basil Yusuf; Muhammad al-Ani;
Firas al-Naimi; Dhafir Habib.
Third row: Mahir Abbas; Antonius Hermes; Thamir Bunni; Sarmad Hermes; Imad
Jamil.
Second row: Nasir Maskoni; Badi Kamil; Johnny Makhai; Faris Faraj; Raouf Yusuf;
Khalid Kamal.
First row: Yusuf A-Latif; Mazin Shawqi; Fr. Regan, S.J.; Jamal Murad; Ali Abbas.
(Absent: Raad al-Qaisi).
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Mr. Abdul-Qadir Hassan
Sixth row: (left to right) Ali al-Shawi; George John; Hermes Skendar; Riadh al-Sayed;
Fuad A-Hadi; Daud Sarsam.
Fifth row: Hani al-Saudi; Sami Arshak; Thamir Jamil; Yusuf Shawqat; Vahe Azad-
ian; Sabah Tummina; Amar Chalmaran.
Fourth row: Waskin Farajian; Jaffar Jaffar; Wahab Muhammad; Samir Qarana;
Ramzi Katchu; Nail Nuri.
Third row: Yahya Farid; Azim al-Sanawi; Said John; Shaul Naji; Mukhlis Louis.
Second row: Samar Zora; Hagop Anserlian; Adil Abbosh; Akram al-Attar; Iyad al-
Ubaidi; Jibran Yusuf.
First row: Costal Jihad; Udai Akram; Fr. Bennett, S.J.; A-Salam al-Khudhairi; Nazar
Farjo.
Fifth row: (left to right) Faris Faddu; Muwaffaq Kandala; Salih al-Kuhaimi; Martin
William; Mahir Hanna.
Fourth row: Vartkis Hagopian; Imad al-Samarrai; Yusuf Shaul; Vahe Garibian;
Ahmad Shahin; Arif Fuad.
Third row: Murad al-Shaikh; Nabil Makkai; Romeo John; Itimad Yusuf; Zir A-
Rahman.
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Second row: A-Qadir al-Bassam; Movses Boghossian; Riadh Mammu; Sami Khairulla;
Vikin Hovsepian; Kamal Dadda.
First row: Armin Skenderian; Nabil Matli; Fr. Travels, S.J.; Yerwant Krikor; Shihab
al-Sarraf. (Absent: Jala! Bonjukian).
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Rev. Joseph D. Quinn, s.j.
Mr. Faisal Najmaddin
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.S'/.v/A row: (left to right) Abbas al-Shalji; Taha al-Shawwaf; Mazin Ismail; Khalid
Mahmud; Ali Abdullah; Suhail Yonan; Ismail Kanna.
Fifth row: Salim Daud; Fathi Badri; Ali Ghalib; Muhannad Zakaria; Umar al-Yaqubi.
Fourth row: Laith al-Saud; Paulus Akkash; Muwaffaq A-Sahib; Munir al-Hasani;
Muayyad Mahmud; Fadhil Abbas.
Third row: George Ayoub; Nabil Naum; Manaf Salih; Namir Faraj; Ridha al-Saati;
Amir Habib; Ala Husain.
Second row: Adil Yusuf; Amour George; A-Razzaq al-Ansari; Khudhair Haddad;
Jamal Jurjis; Salem Saadi.
First row: Jalal Faiq; Masud Aso; Fr. Quinn, S.J.; Luay al-FIafidh; Nubar Sethian.
Sixth row: (left to right) Najah Yusuf; Shihab Ghulam; Bassam Ali; Muhammad
Isa; A-Masih George; Robert Parhad.
Fifth row: Baha Alexander; Jack Joseph; Mustafa Mahmud; Sami Hasan; Shamun
Marugi.
Fourth row: Nazar Nadhim; Walid Jalal; Edmund Mihran; Widadjan; ChristyJohn;
Sabah Edward.
Third row: Kamal Jurgis; Namir Bahjat; Raad Agoubi; Ali Hamid; Sawtiri George;
Ahmad Shikara; Sabri Tobia.
Second row: Hilal A-Qadir; Jalal Halabu; Faris Ismail; Basil Shaya; Nelson Yusuf;
Jamal Mahdi.
First row: Saad Shakir; Amar A-Aziz; Fr. Burby, S.J.; Luay Salih; Mufid al-Umari.
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Rev. Neil F. Decker, s.j.
Mr. Vunis al-Samarrai
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.S7.y</* row: (left to right) Daud Salman; Aminadive Aprim; Husam Elias; Saad Yusuf;
Francis Shlaimun; Jamal Nasir; Basil Aris.
Fifth row: A-Haq Ibrahim; Luay Zabouni; Edmund Michael; Vartan Haiq; Nabil
Ismail.
Fourth row: Sardar Abdullah; Fadhil al-Baldawi; Ahmad Qambar Agha; Joseph
Douglas; Sinan Majid; Nazar Ragib.
Third row: Sami Razzuq; Ramzi Shakir; Wajdi Nakashi; Ghazwan Sabri; Jamil
Yaqub; Sarmad Lans; Faris Faraj.
Second row: Raad Habib; Tariq Naji; Hasan Fahmi; Munthar Lawrence; Zia Spania;
Safa Mizhir.
First row: Harith Balal; Muhannad Qattan; Fr. Decker, S.J. ; Sabah Badawid; Namir
al -Saudi.
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Sixth row :(left to right) Yusuf Shahid; Anmar Ibrahim; Ciamend Othman; Jamil
Metti; Sami Salman; A-Masih Wazir; Adil Shaya.
Fifth row: Mahmud Shakir; Saib al-Qalamchi; Imad Stephan; Hani Elias; Faiz Faraj.
Fourth row: Ismail Ayoub; Haitham al-Hassani; Mazin Daud; Harith Khairi; Misak
Kasganian; Raad Francis.
Third row: Albert Yusuf; Jamshid Armaghani; Sabah Siddiq; Maan al-Khudhairi;
Nabil Peter; Nuri Yaqub; Vahak Hovakimian.
Second row: Isam Jamil; Qais Fadhil; Hazim Elias; Saad Cotta; Nabil Yusuf; Tariq
Taha.
First row: Peter Antwan; Habib Mansur; Fr. Loeffler, S.J.; Muhammad Makiyya;
Ali Muhammad.
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Rev. Paul E. Harman, s.j.
Mr. Abdulahad George
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Sixth row: (left to right) Khachik Bedrossian; Hamid Radhi; Melvin Arthur; Walid
al-Askari; Oksen Krikorian; Husam Ahmad; Bashar al-Azzawi.
Fifth row: Namir Shaffu; Adil Ibrahim; Salaam Malik; Alfred Antwan; Salar Baban.
Fourth row: Hashim A-Majid; Munthar Muhammad; Saad Qunja; Zeki A-Masih;
Thamir Jorani; Hilal Lewis.
Third row: Eddy Hakim; Sami Shaban; Falih al-Zahawi; Ali Naji; Iyad Bashir;
Aqil Haj-Talib; Amir Jamil.
Second row: Bishara Dabbas; Wadud al-Qubbaisi; Sulaiman Metti; Talat Shamun;
Anthony Paulus; Khalid Kassab.
First row: Nabil Sadiq; Jabir Adamo; Fr. Harman, S.J.; Hanna Shlaimun; Nihad Yusuf.
Sixth row: (left to right) Khalid al-Awaqti; Falih A-Qadir; Zaim Khairulla; Mamdoh
Mutieb; Henry Angel; Iyad Philip; A-Ilah Salim.
Fifth row: Munir Al-Katani; Ninos Yusuf; Sabah Peter; Umar al-Askari; Salah Said.
Fourth row: Raad Kashmula; Mudhar Mahmud; Salih al-Mumaiz; Dhia al-Hariri;
Zaid Said ; Michael Atallah.
Third row: Nabil A-Hamid; Wamidh Nari; Nadir Naman; .Saad Sadiq; Jamal Jurjis;
Varujan Khalil; George Babana.
Second row: Salman Aziz; Harith Munib; Anmar al-Qassar; Isa al-Shawi; Luay Noel;
Raymond George.
First row: Nail Bashuri; Salim Hanna; Fr. Meyding, S.J.; Isam Jassam; Fatih Michael.
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Rev. John A. Miff, s.j.
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StxlA row: (left to right) Abdullah Hamid; Imad Kamil; Nahidh Ismail; Salim Ahmad;
Salim Qattan; Qais Muhammad; Mahmud Jawdat.
Fifth row: Samir Haddo; Edward Yonan; Ayman Abbud; Anis Kamal; Robert John.
Fourth row: Sharif Salman; Leo Sequeira; Makram Kalian; Riadh Michael; Hazim
Jamil; Faris Costy.
Third row: Vanig Livon; Samir Safa; Husain Jamal; Faiq Atiyya; Saad Tawfiq;
Joseph Nuri; Munir Fadhil.
Second row: Munthar Aziz; Nabil Toma; Raad Jamil; Riadh Edmund; Majid Mahmud;
Isam A-Daim.
First row: Khudhair Abbas; Anwar Khayyat; Fr. Miff, S.J.; Iyad Qadri; Paul Tiador.
Mr. William Joern
Sixth row: (left to right) Nabil al-Salam; Joseph Davida; Isam Edward; Burhan Adil;
Haitham Rashid; Peter Zoma; Sami Sequeira.
Fifth row: Hazim Naif; Ibrahim al-Saati; Isam Ibrahim; Andraus Arsanos; Amir
Jihad.
Fourth row: Munjid Qattan; Sahmi Nasir; Kuthair Safa; Sami Marugil; Samir Salman;
Munthar Bakose.
Third row: Saad Salih; Muhammad Bajalan; Khudhir Akkawi; Nidhal Salman;
Assaf al-Jaryan.
Second row: Yusuf al-Umran; Wadi Nwiya; Sharko Naji; Sabah Ayoub; Francis Ishu;
Sabah Robin.
R] [ohn J. Galvani, s.j.
First row: Selim Toma; Ricardo Felix; Fr. Galvani, S.J.; Raad Khalaf; Ramzi Kamil.
(Absent: Khalid Jurjis; Salim Yusuf).
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Mr. Jamil Salim
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Slv//; row: (left to right) Dinha Tobia; Freddy Emmanuel; Hatem Mukhlis; Shahen
Shahenian; Manaf al-Damaluji; George Daud; Ali al-Quraishi.
Fifth row: Ali Mahmud; Dhia Naaman; Riadh Jamil; Shuman Daud; Mudhar
Shawkat.
Fourth row: Namir Ibrahim; Nazar George; Muwaffaq Daud; Talal A-Salam; Sabri
Shamun; Steve Bonian.
Third row: Azam Ahmad; Amir Salman; Faisal A-Q_adir; Raad Abdullah; Mahmud
Akram; Laith al-Qassab; Sami Mahmud.
Second row: Zuhair Elia; Hazim Makiyya; Nufal Nadhir; Ala Sharif; Emil Azzo;
Walid Hermes.
First row: Musa Bahiya; Maan al-Gailani; Fr. Travers, S.J.; Malik al-Hasani; Ara
Ovanesoff.
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Mr. Willam Zulkey
Mr. Hamid M. al-Asadi Mr. Yasin M. Rashid
-Rahman A-KaRIM
Mr. Walid Hindu Mr. Munthar Yusuf

MEDALS FOR CLASS LEADERSHIP
1961 - 1962
First Honors
A-Hamid Ismail
Adil al-Sarraf
Samir Jawad
Ali Abdullah
Ilanna Dabbas
Nizak A-Majid
Rashid al-Kuhaimi
Adnan al-Chalabi
Mahmud al-Tai
Samih Rajib
Jamal Jamil
Faiz Zaitu
Sabah Baqir
Sabah Nuraddin
Imad Mahawili
Dhia Sharif
Adnan Sabih
Kamal Qassim
Latif Ibrahim
Usama al-Shabibi
Ahmad Bajalan
Ghassan al-Halabi
Husni Wadi'
Class
Fourth A
Fourth B
Fourth C
Third A
Third B
Third C
Third 1)
Third E
Second A
Second E
Second C
Second D
Second E
Second F
Second G
First A
First B
First C
First D
First E
First F
First G
First H
Sri <»id Honors
llih.l Shina
I labib ( iabriel
Muhammad Atiyya
Walid Mahmud
Raad A-Qadir
Imad Jaddu
Xuhair Balal
Muwaffaq Shamun
Khalil Ibrahim
George Gogue
Asad Abbud
Mazin Madhat
Saad al-Rawi
Sudad al-Mutwali
Mazin Sabri
Bahir A-Latif
Saad Shakir
Ali Faraj
Tariq al-Ani
Yusuf A-Latif
Adnan al-Dhahib
Rufail Rumanos
Armen Arshavir
HONOR ROLL 1962 - 1963
September - October Khalil Ibrahim — 3A - 85
First Honors Sabah Baqir
— 3A - 85
Hisham al-Qassab
Hilal Shina
- 2A 91 Ghassan Halabi — 2A - 85
- 5A - 90 Namir Kamal — 2A
- 85
Second Honors
Imad Bashir — 5A - 87 December
- January
Dhia Sharif - 2A - 87 First Honors
A-Hamid Ismail - 5A 8G Hisham al-Qassab — 2A - 91
Basil Shammas — 5A - 86 Faisal Munasifi — 5A 90
Sabah Baqir - 3A - 86 Adnan al-Chalabi — 4A — 90
Abbas al-Shalji - 1A - 86 Second Honors
Ali Abdullah — 1A - 86 A-Hamid Ismail — 5A - 89
Faisal Munasifi - 5A 85 Ali Faraj 2A - 89
Riadh al-Wakil - 5A - 85 Namir Kamal — 2A - 89
Ghassan al-Halabi - 2A 85 Hilal Shina — 5A - 88
Zuhair Elia — IK - 85 Bahir A-Latif — 2A - 88
Novem ber Imad Bashir
— 5A 87
Walid Mahmud — 4A - 87
First Honors Mahmud al-Tai 3A - 87
Imad Bashir - 5A - 90 Zuhair Elia IK - 87
Hisham al-Qassab - 2A - 90 Basil Shammas — 5A - 86
Second Honors Hasan al-Pachachi — 5A - 86
A-Hamid Ismail - 5A - 88 Ali Abdullah — 4A - 86
Faisal Munasifi - 5A - 88 Muwaffaq Shamur - 4A - 86
Walid Mahmud - 4A - 88 Khalil Ibrahim — 3A - 86
Abbas al-Shalji - 1A - 88 Sabah Baqir — 3A - 86
Kamal Qassim 2A - 87 Adnan Sabih — 2A - 86
Dhia Sharif - 2A - 86 Ahmad Bajalan — 2A - 86
Edward Faiq - 2B 86 Dhia Sharif — 2A - 86
Ali Abdullah 1A - 86 Nabil Fraiah — 2A - 86
Hilal Shina 5A 85 Edward Faiq — 2B 86
Sabah Adnan - 5A - 85 Amir al-Atrachi — 2D - 86
Ali Abdullah - 4A - 85 Abbas al-Shalji — 1A — 86
Ali Hasani — 4A - 85 Ali Hasani — 4A - 85
STUDENTR WHO HAVE ATTAINED A MONTHLY AVERAGE OF 70 AND ABOVE
FROM SEPTEMBER 1962 TO FEBRUARY 1963
Class of 1963
5 A
A-Hamid Ismail
Adil al-Sarraf
Awni Makiyya
Bahnam George
Basil Sadiq
Basil Shammas
Butros Simu
Faisal Munasifi
Fakhri VVadi
Ghassan Zara
Habib Gabriel
Hamid Attisha
Hasan al-Pachachi
Hilal Shina
Imad Bashir
Kamiran Dabbagh
Maad Madhat
Muthar al-Ubaidi
Nadir Jamshid
Najib Hanna
Nubar Jirair
Riadh al-Wakil
Sabah Adrian
Salim al-Sarraf
Zuharab Jakalian
5B
Muayyad Baghdadi
Class of 1964
4A
Adnan al-Chalabi
Ali Abdullah
Ali Hasani
Ashur Dick
Athir Battah
Dhafir Elias
Fakhri al-Hilali
George Yusuf
Hashim Sadiq
Joseph Bahoshy
Kadhim al-Najafi
Laith Hayali
Livon Dramirian
Luay Philip
Matti Tabib
Muwaffaq Shamun
Rafid Attisha
Raman Dick
Saad A-Daim
Walid Mahmud
4B
A-Hadi Ismail
Mahir Razzuq
Nabil Tuma
Nashat George
Nidhal Mansur
Yusnf Badalian
4C
Hani Matlub
Jibran Yusuf
Muhammad Mustafa
Naif al-Hathal
4D
Muayyad Kadhim
Ramiz Daud
Raziq Saitoh
Sal, i, Elias
Said Qa .mi
Class of 1965
3A
Adnan al-Jamali
v sad Abbud
I Alios
tnuel I h i hi'
•''itu
— 88
— 72
- 75
— 77
— 72
- 85
— 77
88
— 83
- 82
— 77
— 78
— 82
— 88
— 88
— 76
- 72
— 75
— 78
— 71
— 73
— 82
— 80
— 77
— 70
— 72
85
82
83
77
80
78
75
77
73
77
71
72
70
70
71
82
72
81
78
85
70
71
71
76
72
74
7«)
73
70
70
80
77
78
75
72
73
72
72
74
7".
Fuad Faidh - 79
George Gogue — 75
Hani Elias — 70
Imadjassam — 75
Imad Mahawili — 78
Khalil Ibrahim — 83
Maan Munib - 72
Mahmud al-Tai - 83
Mahmud Muhammad — 76
Makram Anastas — 77
Mazin Madhat — 72
Mazin Sabri — 75
Mudhar Hamid - 74
Nazar Dindo — 70
Qais Naman — 78
Raadjamal — 73
Saad al-Rawi — 74
Sabah Bakir - 86
Sabah Nuraddin - 78
Samih Rajib 79
Sargon Warda 7
1
Shant Hovsepian — 70
Stephan Ovanessoff - 76
Suhail Naimi - 78
Talal Munasifi - 77
3B
A-Hafidh al-Pachachi 74
Makram al-Shaikh - 74
3C
Daud al-Mudallal 74
Maan al-Dabbuni 74
Wayil Muhammad 70
3D
Amin Salih — 76
Elias Khayyat 71
Falah al-Qadi 71
Sarmad Majid - 70
3E
Daud Sulaiman - 79
Berj Turabian 71
Hamid Atiyya 74
Muwaffaq al-Baya 72
Wadhah Shakir - 71
Class of 1966
2A
Adil Mahdi - 80
Adnan al-Dhahib 78
Adnan Sabih - 84
Ahmad Bajalan - 82
Ali Faraj ' - 84
Amjad al-Umari 77
Armand Arshavir - 81
Bahir A-Latif - 83
Dhia Sharif 86
Edmund Paulus 73
Faiq Tukmachi 75
Faris Shammas 72
Francis Roca 74
Ghassan al-Halabi - 85
Hassan Anwar 81
Ha/.im Barnuti 79
llisham al-Qassab 91
Husni Habboush - 83
Joseph Finan 80
Kamal Qassim 84
{Canaan Makiyya 81
Khalil Ibrahim 80
Latif Ibrahim 82
Leonard Yaqub 80
Maan al-Ashaiker - 83
Nabil al-Fraiah 82
Namir Kamal 84
Ramon Nazarian 76
Riadh al-Sabti 70
Sabah Sulaiman 75
Said Alula 72
Shakib Halabu — 70
Tariq al-Ani
Thomas Azaian
2B
Dhafir al-Fattal
Edward Faiq
Issa Tuma
Maan Taha
Nihad Jassam
Saman Qazzaz
2C
Saad Allawi
Suhail Najim
2D
Amir al-Atrachi
Aws Salim
Joseph Tuma
Riadh Habboush
Saad al-Sarraf
Wayil al-Khudhairi
2E
80
76
73
84
71
70
82
74
79
72
76
80
70
74
79
77
Badi Kamil - 72
Firas al-Naimi — 74
Khalid Kamal — 76
Salman Daud — 70
Sarmad Hermes — 77
Usama al-Shabibi — 74
2F
Adil Abbosh — 71
Ali al-Shawi — 71
Akram al-Attar - 78
Hani al-Saudi — 76
Nazar Farjo — 74
Sami Arshak — 76
Yahya Farid - 73
2G
Faris Faddu - 72
Jalal Bonjukian - 71
Mahir Hanna — 72
Muwaffaq Kandala - 70
Sami Khairulla — 72
Zir A-Rahman - 72
Class of 1967
1 A
Abbas al-Shalji - 87
Ala Husain 77
Ali Abdullah - 85
Ali Ghalib - 83
Amir Habib — 71
George Ayoub 70
Ismail Kanna 78
Jalal Faiq 80
Laith al-Saud 74
Luay al-Hafidh - 76
Mazin Ismail 74
Muayyad Mahmud 72
Muhannad Zakaria 73
Muwaffaq A-Sahib 78
Nabil Naum 77
Namir Faraj 73
Nubar Sethian - 80
Selem Saadi - 81
Salim Daud - 81
Suhail Yonan - 76
Taha al-Shawwaf 74
Umar al-Yaqubi 74
1 B
Ahmad Shikara 72
Baha Alexander 75
Faris Ismail 73
Mustafa Mahmud 72
Namir Bahjal 71
Nelson Yusuf 76
Robert Parhad 71
Saad Shakir 79
1C
Francis Shlaimun 79
lla.iih Balal 71
Jamal Nasir
Jamil Yaqub
Luay Zabouni
Nabil Ismail
Nazar Ragib
Tariq Naji
Vartan Haiq
Wajdi Nakashi
Zia Spania
ID
Adil Shaya
Anmar Ibrahim
Jamil Metti
Jamshid Armaghani
Maan al-Khudhairi
Mahmud Shakir
Saad Cotta
Sabah Siddiq
Sami Salman
IE
Ali Naji
Hanna Shlaimun
Hashim A-Majid
Jabir Adamo
Walid al-Askari
1 F
Harith Munib
Henry Angel
Isa al-Shawi
Isam Jassam
Nail Bashuri
Raymond George
Saad Sadiq
Sabab Peter
Salih al-Mumaiz
Umar al-Askari
Varujan Khalil
1G
Khudhair Abbas
Makram Kalian
Munthar Aziz
Samir Safa
Vanig Livon
1H
Amir Jihad
Burhan Adil
Isam Ibrahim
Nabil al-Salam
Sami Sequeira
IK
Ala Sharif
Ali al-Quraishi
Ali Mahmud
Amir Salman
Ara Ovanesoff
Azam Ahmad
Dhia Naman
Emil Azzo
Faisal A-Qadir
Hatem Mukhlis
Hazim Makiyya
Laith al-Qassab
Maan al-Gailani
Mahmud Akram
Manaf al-Damaluji
Mudhar Shawkat
Musa Bahiya
Muwaffaq Daud
Namir Ibrahim
Nazar ( .corge
Nufal Nadhir
Raad Abdullah
Sabri Shamun
Sami Mahmud
Shahen Shahenian
Walid 1 [ermes
Zuhair Elia
73
72
75
71
72
74
72
72
76
74
70
70
77
72
70
72
71
74
70
76
73
76
70
76
72
70
72
74
71
72
78
70
76
77
72
76
76
73
70
74
71
81
75
73
80
78
77
73
77
71
83
74
76
78
74
79
75
78
77
70
74
79
70
77
74
78
70
72
72
73
86
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SODALITY OF
This year's Sodality began with a solemn celebration of Sodal-
ity Day at St. Joseph's Center, Alwiya. About thirty-five boys from
our Sodality took part in the procession and the solemn Mass
offered by his Beatitude Paul Sheikho, Chaldean Patriarch.
Every Saturday during the school year meetings were held
after the last classes. During one of the first meetings, the following
boys were elected as officers : Bahnam George, Mufid Hassu,
\abil Shuniyya, and Hamid Attisha. The following boys were
appointed Councillors: Raziq Saigh, Joseph Bahoshy, Fakhri Wadi,
and Metti Tabib.
The aim of the Sodality was to carry on the work of the pre-
vious two years, and the very special project was the Mass
;
ig more about it so that we might participate in it more
( I' i
Dui ir the Socialists took part in most of the school
activiti< then apostolic influence felt among all the
boys ol 1 1"
Fr. Mahoney, s.j., giving the Arabic retreat,
OUR LADY
SENIOR MEMBERS OF THE SODALITY
RA/^T4T^A-n pnTTT?rr DT AVT7DC who presented Eugene O'Neill's IN THE ZONED/\LrniJ/\iJ ^^JJ^i^^Ljr, r_L,A\ I I^iS.O (translated into Arabic) and Leo Brady's ever-
popular BROTHER ORCHID, in English. Mr Jassim al-Oboudi directed the Arabic play and Fr.
John J.C. McCarthy, S J. directed the English play. Both performances were eminently successful
and pictures from the plays appear below and on the following page.

t A P O S T L E S H I P
Father Morgan, Fr. Bennett, and Fr. Burby with the Fifth Tear Captains of the Sacred Heart
THE APOSTLESHIP OF PRAYER
KNIGHTS OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT LEAGUE OF THE SACRED HEART
The Apostleship of Prayer is a way of life which teaches the Christian to unite his
daily life, in a spirit of love and sacrifice, with the Sacred Heart of Jesus, for his own
salvation and the salvation of the whole world.
Spreading this devotion throughout Iraq are two groups at Baghdad College: Knights
of the Blessed Sacrament, and the League of the Sacred Heart.
Each month 4800 morning offering cards and over 50 posters were distributed to
various churches and schools. Three hundred letters were prepared and mailed monthly,
explaining the Apostleship of Prayer, and urging the reception of First Friday Holy
Communion. Holy Hours were conducted for the Christian students of the schools.
These activities were directed by Fr. Morgan, Fr. Bennett, and Fr. Burby.
The officers for the Junior group, the Knights, were Bahir Abdul Latif and Joseph
Toma. In the senior group, the League of the Sacred Heart, the officers were : Prefect,
Riadh al-Wakil; Assistant Prefect, Dhafir Faraj : Treasurer, Hani Matlub; Secretary,
George Gogue.
/• Morgan with the Officers oj the Apostleship oj Prayer.
O F PRAYER t
CHRYSOSTOM DEBATING ACADEMY
Abdul-Hamid Ismail
Adil al-Sarraf
Arif Rafiq
Hahnam George
Basil Sadiq
Basil Shammas
Edward George
Faisal Munasifi
Fakhri Wadi
Fawwaz Al-Gailani
Habib Gabriel
Hamid Attisha
Hilal Shina
Ghassan Zara
Iniad Bashir
Isa Jamil
Johnny Barjuni
Kamiran Dabbagh
Muthar al-Ubaidi
Najib Hanna
Nubar Jirair
Ramzi Isa
Riadh al-Wakil
Sabah Adnan
Salim al-Sarraf
Samir Jawad
Shiram Surin
Walid Faraj
Walid Salman
Zuharab Jakalian
Quraish Yusuf
Salam A-Wahab
Salih Yunis
(Missing: Jawad Tu'ma)
Fr. Edmund Kelly, S.J.
Moderator
AL IRAQI STAFF OF 1963
SENIOR EDITORS
BUSINESS STAFF PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
ART STAFF
SCIENTIFIC ACADEMY
The Scientific Academy had as its primary objective for 1963 a deeper understanding of the
fundamental principles of physics especially in their application to modern technology. A well-stocked
library provided stimulating reading in every branch of science, but the books most frequently
discussed were those on current outer-space research. The special interest of its Moderator, Fr. John
J. McCarthy, S.J. in astronomy led many of the members of the Academy to spend extra hours with
him using the telescope on the roof of the Science Building.

COLLECTORS FOR THE POOR AND THE MISSIONS
Businessmen of Baghdad are well advised to study the
faces of the fellows pictured above, that is, if they are real
businessmen and war.ttosee their efforts amount to something
worthwhile. The boys pictured above are the future go-getters
of this country. Even now, with only a few years to their age,
and scarcely a beard to mar their looks, they are among the
outstanding characters at Baghdad College. It is their respons-
ability to collect money week after week from their own
companions for the poor of the city and the Missions of the
world. Their success has been phenomenal and we take this
medium to thank them publicly and congratulate them
effusively. Mark my words, you businessmen of Iraq.
LIBRARY STAFF
Left to right : Basim Yusuf; Fr. Galvani, S.J.; Haitham A-Jabbar; Fr. Miff, S.J.; Jess Roy;
Fr. Harman, S. J. ; Waskin Asadurian.

7g»r fZPY
SECONDARY *
* BASKETBALL
Left to right : Nashat George ; Ashur Dick ; Husain Ali ; Fr. Regan, S.J.
Hashim Sadiq ; Albert Baba ; Vartan Parseghian.
From the outset this year's secondary basketball
team was faced with one problem after another
which eventually left only seven men on the team.
Because of the tremendous odds against them, the
team did not look forward optimistically to its
league games nor play them vigorously. It is not to
our shame that we simply could not compete with
the better teams in the league. Nonetheless, the
spirited play of this year's intramural league gives
high hopes for a well-rounded secondary team
next year.
INTERMEDIATE
*
*
BASKETBAL
Standing {left to right) : Fr. Meyding, S. J., Elias Khayyat, Muhyiddin A. Shafi,
Vahe Gharibian, Mihran Sabunjian, Mr. Michael Hanley.
Kneeling {left to right): Sargon Warda, Vikin Hovsepian, Movses Boghossian. Shant Hovsepian.
After several months of stiff practice under the
spirited direction of Mr. Hanley and Fr. Mey-
ding, S.J., the intermediate basketball team
played a short series of practice games in prepara-
tion for its first league contest. This it won by a
narrow margin only to lose the second game and
thus be eliminated from the league. The experience
of the third year boys on the team, however,
should help a great deal in strengthening the
secondarv team next year.
FOOTBALL
Standing : Vartkis Hagopian, Sabah Faraj, Alfred John, Ashur Dick, Qaisar
Ibrahim, Albert Baba,Fr. Quinn, S.J.
Kneeling: Raman Dick, Karnik Babaian Sargon Warda, Intissar Elias, George
Hayrak, Lawrence Yaqub, Zia Yusuf.
ALL-STAR BASEBALL TEAM
Standing: Nabil Tariq, Muayyad Kadhim, Ghanim Tabchi, Shakib al-Sinjakly, George
\ini K. ujli, mi Minas, Ghandi Shemdin.
Kneeling Hazim .il-i mar, Riadh Daud, Joseph Boukathir, Sahir Elias,
x.iiiil siniiHN \ a, Nihad Abaji,
SCHOOL CHAMPIONS
4D — SENIOR BASEBALL CHAMPIONS
4D — SENIOR BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS
NNIS DOUBLES CHAMPIONS
2B — BASEBALL CHAMPIONS
IF — VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS
1A — TRACK RELAY CHAMPIONS 2G — TRACK RELAY CHAMPIONS
1963 - BAGHDAD COLLEGE TRACK MEET - 1963
EVENT
HURDLES A
C
A
B
A
B
C
D
400 METERS
» »
BROAD JUMP
» »
» »
» »
JAVELIN (OPEN)
HIGH JUMP A
» » B
» » C
» » D
SHOP PUT (OPEN)
DISCUS (OPEN)
100 METERS A
» » B
» » C
» » D
1500 METERS (OPEN)
200 METERS A
» » B
» » C
50 METERS D
HOP, STEP, JUMP
800 METERS (OPEN)
3rd, 4th, 5th RELAY
2nd YEAR RELAY
1st YEAR RELAY
SCORING
SYSTEM
First Place
Hagop Arshak
Nadim Jibrail
Ashur Dick
Vartan Parsighian
Saad Asad
Karnik Babayan
Nabil Tariq
Salaam Malik
Saadi Bayati
Najat Dabbagh
Nabil Tuma
Saad Sal ih
Sabah Peter
Jawad Tuma
Hazim al-Umar
Naif Hathal
Nimatallah Warrudi
Sabah Faraj
Faiz Faraj
Vahe Gharibian
Saad Asad
Nimatallah Warrudi
Sabah Faraj
Ramon Nazarian
Hraj Melconian
Saad Asad
5 B
2 G
I A
Second Place
Tie
Naif Hathal
Sabah Faraj
Rafi Makardijian
Fadhil Kaffaji
Zia Yusuf
Vahe Gharibian
Talal Hanna
Riadh Jamil
i Amour George
Naif Hathal
Haik Salibian
Karnik Babaian
Adi al-Tai
Khalid al-Awqati
Nabil Tuminna
Nabil Tuminna
Haik Salibian
Hagop Arshak
Walid Tawil
Husam Elias
Lawrence Yaqub
Hagop Arshaq
Karnik Babaian
Nadim Jibrail
Fadhil Abbas
Ashur Dick
Albert Baba
3 B
2 E
I K
Third Place
First Second Third
A 10 6 3
2
1
B 7 4
C 5 3
D 3 2 1
Open 10 6 3
Najat Dabbagh
Mihran Sabunjian
Habib Gabriel
Shiram Surin
Yusuf Badalian
Nimatallah Warrudi
Hermes Skendar
Muayyad Kadhim
1st
Tie j
Hamid Attisha
• Zuharab Jakalian
Hikmat Marugil
Basim Najdat
Nabil al-Fraiah
Ghassan Zara
Kegham Minas
Ashur Dick
Rafid Attisha
Itimad Yusuf
Umar Yaqubi
Albert Baba
Habib Gabriel
Shiram Surin
Itimad Yusuf
Husam Elias
Hushmand al-Jaf
Yusuf Badalian
4 C
2 B
I D
Total Points 20
2nd
3
10
31
3rd
2
8
71
High Scorer — Saad Asad
Consolation Medals,
_. . \ Haik Salibian
Class A —
( Nabj) Tuminna
Class B — Albert Baba
Class C — Lawrence Yaqub
Class D — Husam Elias
4th
19
10
II
3
7
9
10
14
13
6
6
9
130
5th
9
2
16
10
9
19
16
6
13
2
3
10
I 15
TIME
DISTANCE
14. 5
17
62. 6
61. 6
5.41
5.14
4.65
3.90
35.06
1.46
1.45
1.38
1.20
11.90
24.80
11. 6
12
12. 2
14. 2
5 Min.
25. 2
25. 8
26. 2
7. 4
1 1.81
2 Min.
50. 6
55.
59. 8
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Meters
«
«
«
«
«
«
«
«
«
«
Sec.
Sec.
«
«
18.4
Sec.
«
«
«
Meters
27.8
Sec.
«
«
30 points
12 points
9 points
6 points
3 points




ANNUAL FATHERS-BOYS BASEBALL GAM

SENIORS WHO MADE THE ANNUAL CLOSED RETREAT, WITH THEIR DIRECTOR, FR. CARTY, S.J.
MASS SERVERS

BAGHDAD COLLEGE AND THE POOR
BY
HILAL SHINA
Baghdad College, through the thirty years
that have elapsed since its establishment, has been
a continuous source of help to Iraq. In addition
to preparing students for higher studies, it embodies
other facilities and activities besides the instruc-
tional ones. These are especially the collections
for the poor and the missions which reflect the true
ideal of Baghdad College: that the students learn
its most important lesson, "Love thy neighbor
as thyself."
The collections for the poor and the missions
have been so well organized that the students of
the College know that every Thursday and Satur-
day morning they will be asked to part with some
of their "fius." And this they do, week after week,
with disarming generosity. All the money that is
collected through the year is distributed directly
to the poor in an effort to alleviate some of their
material needs. Nor do the results of these collec-
tions pass unnoticed by the students. For, each
collection day, the names of the ten most generous
classes and their collectors are posted on the bul-
letin board for all to see. This creates a feeling of
holy jealousy among the classes which encourages
the students to a more generous participation in
this deed of charity. It also goads those lagging
behind with a little shame for their forgetfulness.
Other activities are undertaken to serve the
poor. One of the most ambitious is the annual
school play presented at a public hall, the proceeds
of which are given to the poor. The students them-
selves undertake the whole project: they are the
actors and spend many hours in serious practice
for the success of the performance. They make and
paint the scenery and finally they go about the city
selling as many tickets as possible. They do all this,
not for any personal motives, but only out of their
anxiety to help the poor and bring happiness and
well-being to them.
Each winter brings another occasion to help
the poor of Iraq. During this season, a large box
is set in the corridor of the Administration Building
and the students are encouraged to bring any old
or unused clothes or shoes that they may have at
home. Such gifts are badly needed by the poor
during the winter months.
Throughout their years at Baghdad College,
the students acquire a habit of loving the poor
and of being generous toward them. Like any-
other long-practised habit, this one, too, cannot
easily be forgotten or discontinued. In fact it is the
serious and earnest hope of the Fathers of Baghdad
College that their students will preserve in their
hearts a generous and effective love for the poor
for the rest of their lives.
A Strain* Incident
BY
ABDUL HAMID ISMAIL
It was Thursday night. I was solving some
problems in geometry and I was very drowsy.
I thought that the problems couldn't be solved.
My brain was as heavy as a block of iron. I put
the books I needed in my bag. Then I lay in bed
and dived into a deep, deep sleep.
In the morning I woke up. I was shocked
when I saw it was ten minutes past eight, accord-
ing to my watch. I sprang from my bed because
the bus leaves the station at a quarter to eight.
My father, my mother, and my brothers were all
asleep, as they are every Friday. 1 got dressed and
washed my face in two minutes. Then I took my
bag, opened the door and ran toward the bus-
stop, hoping that another bus would pick me up.
No other student was at the station. I waited a
while, and then decided to take a taxi to Baghdad
College.
Twenty minutes later, I arrived at the school.
I gave the driver half a dinar, and ran into the
Administration Building. The driver went before
I could change my mind and ask him for the
change. I ran immediately toward our classroom;
the first period was Arabic. I thought it would
have been easier if we had English or botany, so
I decided to go to Fr. Kelly to get a late-slip.
I knocked at Fr. Kelly's door. There was no an-
swer. I went around the building but there was
no sign of him. I ran to Fr. Mudir's office, but I
didn't have the courage to knock at the door. I
was afraid that he might punish me. Then, with
heavy steps, I went to the field. I decided to go
home before anyone could see me. Tears filled my
eyes; my conscience stung me. How could I trick
anybody? Why should I lie to someone? I ap-
proached the church and then, suddenly, turned
back toward our classroom. I walked straight to
the Administration Building. Suddenly, I heard
the horn of the school bus. Yes, it was the "U"
bus, my bus. I rubbed my eyes to be sure that
I wasn't dreaming. I knew now that my watch
had been fast. In my happiness, I could not stop
myself from running! I was laughing, with tears
still in my eyes. I didn't stop running until I
reached the canteen. I sat on the bench laughing
with all my heart. I ate my breakfast there. And
from that day on, every time I saw Fr. Kelly or
Fr. Powers I smiled and remembered that strange
incident.
ANCIENT BAGHDAD
by
FAWWAZ AL-GAILANI
The famous Caliph, Al-Mansur, decided to
build a new city fit to become the capitol of his
vast Abbasid Empire. Accordingly, he went look-
ing for a proper site and finally came upon a small
village on the west bank of the Tigris, called Bagh-
dad. There he found everything to his satisfaction.
He also met a holy man who told him of a vision
he had that a great man would build a city on
this spot.
So it was that in the spring of 762 A.D. (145
A.H.) Mansur laid the foundation of his new city.
He employed an enormous number of workers with
few precedents in history. He made his city round
and strongly fortified by two impregnable walls
which contained four gates opening to the four
sides of his empire. The gates were named after
the famous districts of the empire: there were the
Kharasan Gate, the Basra, Kufa, and the Ash-
Sham (Syria) Gates. Each of these gateways was
duplicated in both the middle and the inner wall.
The gates of the inner wall led directly into the
great central enclosure where the Caliph's palace
stood with a large Mosque. The Caliph's palace
was a remarkable building. One of its most im-
pressive features was a great green dome, sur-
mounted by the figure of a horseman. Mansur's
reason for having built the city round was that no
particular person should be nearer to him than
another.
The greater part of the town was on the
eastern bank of the Tigris and was called "Ar-
Rissafah," while the smaller part on the western
bank was called "Al-Karkh." For reasons related
to security, Al-Mansur decided that the market-
place should be built outside the city, so it was
built at Al-Karkh.
In 768 A.D. (151 A.H.), the buildings of the
Ar-Rissafah section on the east side were started
as living quarters for Mansur's son, Muhammad
Al-Mahdi. They included the wall, the square
(Maidan), and the houses of the military leaders.
Water was brought in and orchards planted. The
buildings were made of mud.
Many canals were dug by Mansur to irrigate
his lovely city. He dug a canal from the Dujail
River which is a branch of the Tigris and another
canal stretched from the Euphrates River. Both
ran into the city under arches reinforced with
bricks and plaster, and both flowed along the
streets and the alleyways all the year round. Be-
sides these there were numerous other canals.
After completing the building of the city, Al-
Mansur constructed three beautiful bridges. Be-
sides these, there were countless mosques and the
first shrine built in Baghdad by Mansur was
adjacent to his golden palace. It has also been
said that there were more than 60,000 baths in
Baghdad during that time.
Baghdad's greatest period in ancient time lies
between the year of its foundation and the year
813 A.D. (198 A.H.) when it suffered its first siege
during a war. Certainly Baghdad has made re-
markable progress during all the years from its
foundation until now when it is one of the great
cities of the world.
A L - KI N D
I
BY
SAMIR JAWAD
Al Kindi, who is called the "Philosopher of
the Arabs," was a descendant of a noble family.
Some of his ancestors were kings in Yemen and
South Arabian countries and they were known
everywhere for their wealth and generosity. It was
in the year 801 A.D. that Al Kindi was born in
Kufa, a small town in central Iraq. Because of the
untimely death of his father, he was brought up
by his loving mother who taught him the benefits
of reading good books.
After having received his primary education
at the hands of religious tutors, Al Kindi aimed
for Baghdad, the center of civilization at that time.
While there, the young pioneer began to devote
himself to an everlasting interest in philosophy and
scientific books. These had been translated into
Arabic from previous foreign cultures, and because
of his great scientific ability, Al Kindi penetrated
deeply into the soul of Greek and Roman philos-
ophy. He even went so far as to learn the languages
of ancient Greece and Assyria, so that his trans-
lations into Arabic would be more accurate.
In philosophy, Kindi did not depend on
Plato's and Aristotle's ideas only, but drew on a
wide range of thought regarding the relationship
between religion and philosophy. Moreover, he
concerned himself not only with various philos-
ophical questions, but also with miscellaneous sub-
jects such as astrology, medicine, arithmetic, the
manufacture ofswords, and even the art ofcooking.
He was one of the first to reach the conclusion that
clouds only consist of water vapor. And his wide
knowledge of physics enabled him to prove that
heat had a direct effect on bodies leading to their
expansion. The titles of more than 270 works of
Al-Kindi are known, and considerable numbers of
these works (mostly in the form of short treatises)
are extant and have been identified as his.
The "Arab Philosopher" died sometime after
870 A.D. He had lived in Iraq under the Caliphs
al-Ma'mun and Al-Mu'tasim. His influence and
authority were great for about a century after his
death, but he was afterwards overshadowed by
later philosophers. This year, Baghdad celebrated
the one-thousandth anniversary of his death in
scholarly discussions attended by specialists from
neighboring countries and Europe.
Our Trip to Jerusalem
BY
DHAFIR ELIAS & MUWAFFAQ^ SHAMUN
It was raining and the wind blew hard while
we five, four students and a Father, stood waiting
for the car which would take us to Jordan. We
were leaving Baghdad for Jerusalem and it was
the first time that some of us had left the country.
We really felt a little strange about it. After packing
all our gear on top of the car, we gradually left a
wet Baghdad behind us and headed for the desert.
As darkness crept upon us, it became steadily
colder and we kept up a happy chatter and even
sang Christmas carols (for the Feast was coming)
to keep our minds off the cold. We were too ex-
cited to sleep.
That next day, a little after noon, we arrived
in Amman in Jordan, very tired, but full of an-
ticipation about the Holy City now that we were
so close. We stayed there an hour, and then went
on to Jerusalem. We knew we were getting closer,
as we felt the road winding higher up the hills.
Now we understand what the Bible means when
it says, "They went up to Jerusalem." And then,
finally, we were there. We had left Baghdad more
than twenty hours before. We walked through
narrow old streets that delighted us, until we came
to the Casa Nova, the Franciscan hostel, where
we were going to stay for five days. After a hearty
meal, we all went to bed, weary but very happy.
We never slept so soundly in our lives.
The next morning we began our visit to the
Holy Places, which was the real purpose of our
trip. It was very moving and interesting to see the
places where the greatest events in history had
taken place. Daily we heard Mass in a different
church and visited new places until at last on
Christmas Eve at midnight we went down into
the cave where Jesus Christ was born and heard
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Mass there. The following morning, we visited
other places in Bethlehem, especially the Shep-
herds' Field, and passed a very peaceful and happy
Christmas Day.
On another dav, we took a beautiful ride to
Nablus and Ramallah. We had our lunch amid
some ancient ruins and then drove through the
hills to other places before we returned to Jeru-
salem. Everywhere, of course, we bought presents
for our relatives. In fact if we weren't visiting
places, we were usually walking in the streets buy-
ing things. But finally our five days were over, and
we had to leave the Holy City and return to Bagh-
dad. On the way back, we stopped at the Dead
Sea for a couple of hours and then began the long
trip across the desert again.
We had a wonderful time in Jerusalem, for
we returned to Baghdad with experiences we will
never forget. The places we saw are printed like
pictures in our minds. Besides this, the trip helped
us in two ways: we saw new places and especially,
new people and this is always an informative ex-
perience. And then we realized for the first time
in our lives what it means to be away from our
country, our city, our relatives, our friends, and
especially, our families.
MY TRIP TO THE LYCEBETUS CHURCH
BY
NIGEL DHIA HABIB
For a few days I had been fascinated by the
magnetic sight of a tiny building perched on top
of an enormous conical hill. It seemed to tower
so high in the sky, that the scudding clouds were
its only neighbors. I wondered if it were possible
that there was a path to the top, or were only the
descendants of Pan privileged to enjoy such a
heady view. I made inquiries and found that if I
followed a certain route through the town and
didn't mind a hard steep climb, I should eventually
find myself, too, amid the clouds.
So I started off one wintry day in an Athenian
summer. On the way, I inquired many times from
friendly passers-by whether I was on the right
track, but, as I was quite ignorant of the simplest
Greek word, I had to point hopefully upward and
ask "Lycebetus?" Always I was rewarded by in-
fectious smiles and nodding heads and a flow of
a wonderful language that was "Greek" to me.
Soon I began to find my breath coming a little
quicker and on looking upwards, I could see that
the path zigzagged out of sight, but luckily was
not as steep as I expected.
I passed by many optimistic picnicing families,
their sandwiches and flasks spread on the tufted
grass. The sky overhead was beginning to darken
with rain clouds and the wind was bitingly cold.
But how thankful I was that this walk was keeping
me warm! As each step brought me nearer to the
top, I could see Athens gradually spreading out
below me. It is rather funny how much more im-
pressive even the smallest town appears when
viewed from above, but, of course, Athens loses
nothing of its beauty whether seen from above or
below.
The last few dozen yards I found hard-going,
but I was well rewarded when finally I reached the
windswept little summit on which stood the Lyce-
betus Church. I wandered around the church's
protecting wall, breathing in fresh, almost too fresh
air and trying to pick out our hotel below, but
failing. Leaning into the wind, and hugging my
coat tightly round myself, I approached the little
entrance door of the church, and wondered how
I would ask to look around. I was in luck, for just
inside the door stood a pleasant-looking priest who
knew immediately that I was a curious tourist.
He surprised me gently by speaking in quite pas-
sable English.
Unfortunately, I cannot remember a great
deal about the inside of the church, except that
it smelled rather old and spicy, for at the very
moment I stepped inside the church an extremely
noisy thunderstorm broke overhead. I was so
anxious to reach my hotel that, needless to say,
my descent of the Lycebetus mountain must have
been the fastest on record. Gone were all the pic-
nicing families; all those friendly passers-by had
fled before the fury of that Athenian summer storm.
But on looking back, I can see that the exertion
of the climb, the gusty wind on the summit, the
beauty of the miniature church, and even the storm
which made me race downhill again all link
together to make me remember vividly one of the
most remarkable days I have ever spent.
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THE ALUMNI SODALISTS
OF
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
EARNESTLY BEC COD'S BLESSINC ON
THE CLASS OF 196?
THROUCH MARY OUR IMMACULATE MOTHER
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 196?
WELCOME
TO
THE B.C. ALUMNI
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ZIA HOTEL
MICHAEL ZIA
ESTABLISHED 1911
OVERLOOKING THE TIGRIS RIVER
AIR-COOLED BEDROOMS,
LOUNGE, BAR AND DINING ROOMS
ALL ROOMS WITH PRIVATE BATH
Telegram : A L Z I A Telephones : 82462, 4808
ANDREA'S PHARMACY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CHEMISTS
TUSSAMAG COUGH MIXTURE
BAGHDAD TEL.: 4432
POWER UNITS
Surface Cooled
Slip Ring Motor
I to 100 H. P.
HALATAH BROTHERS EuqiNEERiNq (Lid.)
(ESTAblis^Ed IN busiiNESS silNCE 1956)
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
IMPORTERS — EXPORTERS
BAGHDAD Tel. 8478
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S.M.GARIBIAN&CO.W.L.L
BAGHDAD — BASRAH
AGENTS FOR:
UCOSIDER - BELGIUM - STEEL
Ste. Ame. JOHN COCKERILL - BELGIUM. Steel Railway Sleepers.
COMPTOIR DES ACIERIES BELGES - BELGIUM. — Rails.
LA BRUGEOISE ET NIVELLES - BELGIUM. Railway Rolling Stock.
Soc. Gen. Des Minerals, S.A. — BELGIUM
Tin, Copper, Lead
Comblemetal — Phenix Works — BELGIUM
Galvanized Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Ferblatil — BELGIUM
Cold Rolled Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Laminoirs de Longtain, S.A. — BELGIUM
Steel Window Sections
Dansk Cement Central — DENMARK
White Cement — Gempexo
Photo-Produits Gevaert, S.A. - - BELGIUM
Photographic Goods
Voigtlander - - GERMANY
Precision & Amateur Cameras
Chas. Mackinlay & Co. Ltd. - ENGLAND
Whisky
Associated Paint Manufacturers Ltd. - - ENGLAND
Paints
Carrers Limited - ENGLAND
The famous Craven "A" Cigarettes
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J.P. BAHOSHY & CO. W. L. L.
CAPITAL PAID I. D. 60,000
BAHOSHY BUILDING, SINAK
South Gate, Baghdad. Telephone No. 81610
REPRESE
W. S. Barron & Son Ltd., Gloucester
R. Hudson Ltd. Leeds
S. A. M. I. C. Malines
Myford Engineering Co. Ltd. Beeston Nttghm.
Mulcott Beling Co. Bradford
Oster Manufacturing Co. Cleveland Ohio
Norton Grinding Wheel Co. Ltd.
Welwyn Garden City
E. Pass & Co. Ltd London
Rheinstahl Eisenwerke - Gelsenkirchen A. G.
V. A. G. Mannheim
James Taylor (England)
Morrison Marshall Ltd. LONDON
Brades Nash Tyzack (sales) Ltd., Birmingham
Edgar Allen, Co. Ltd., Sheffield
NTING
Flour Millstones
Light Railways Material & Wagons
Brick Making Machinery
Precision Lathes & Craftsmen Carpenter Mchy.
Machine Belting
Pipe screwing Machinery & screwing Tackle
Abrasives & Grinding Wheels
Hydraulic Thrust Boring Machine & Accessories
Cast Iron Pipes & Specials
Valves Hydrant etc.
Shipbuilders
Mitchell lathes and Machine Tools
Hardware and Assorted Hand Tools
Lathe Bits and Twist Drills
,«-Tf^i£
MYFORD LATHES
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Finest Iraq Date Products
MANUFACTURED BY PIONEERS IN THE IRAQ DATE INDUSTRY
ORIGINATOR OF THE FAMOUS
ccASFAR'S DATE CUBES
»
AND OWNERS OF THE WORLD KNOWN
« BLACK SWAN BRAND »
Some of our Numerous Products Include *
WALNUT and ALMOND DATE CUBES
WALNUT and GINGER DATE CAKES
WALNUT and ALMOND DATE PUDDING
CHOCOLATE DATES
CARAMEL DATES
CHOICE DATES and ASSORTED NUTS
DATE SYRUP
SPICED DATES in SYRUP
DATE CHUTNEY
DATE CANDIES
ASFAR & CO., BASRAH, IRAQ
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DUHLOP PRODUCTS
ALL TYPES OF PASSENGER, GIANT,
EARTHMOVER, GRADER,
TRACTOR, AGRICULTURAL, MOTOR CYCLE,
AND BICYCLE TYRES
CAR ACCESSORIES
Dunlopillo
MATTRESSES, PILLOWS AND
VARIOUS TYPES OF CUSHIONS FOR FURNITURE,
CINEMA SEATS ETC,
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ,
ABED CO. W.L.L.
MAIN OFFICE : MUASKER AL RASHID ROAD, BAGHDAD
TEL. : 92061 -62-63 (EXCHANGE)
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UNITED CHEVROLET Co. W.L.L.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
FOR
BUICK and CHEVROLET Cars and Trucks
DEALERS IN :
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES,
TYRES AND TUBES, REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING.
HEAD OFFICE: AL RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
Branches : BASRAH — MOSUL
T.A. : «TAXI, BAGHDAD» Telephone: 87121, 83516, 80300
IMPORTERS - CONTRACTORS - WHOLESALE DEALERS
for : Electrical Goods and Fittings Radios and Accessories
Motors and Generators Household Appliances
£7
Consult :
F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
KHASSAKI MOSQUE SQUARE BAGHDAD, IRAQ
^ d
Telephone No. 4937 Telegraphic add. « YONAN Baghdad »
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PHILCO
FAMOUS FOR QUALITY THE WORLD OVER
Refrigerators
Washing Machines
Air Conditioners etc
DOURY and FARACE
BAB-EL-SHARQI
TELEPHONES 81274, 82740, 98780
A. W. FABER-CASTELL
SUPPLIES
*W: vzmnvM Emrj?!rr/?/:/:'Ti<m
FABER-
CJISTELL
Castell - TK - Pencil Slide Rule
V %\%mw0000M
0.9 1 ii 12J
P T
s JT^''""''
1,3 1 4 |.5 1.6 17
l!l»|lllf!lll|!HP
5 " HP
713 I 4
99
MI»mI.hm hint
'
n% limit*! ii 1 1 \\\ I \\n\\\m^^\wMff0M^00^-
i <W-1.9 ' 2 3 It
'
ll 1? 13 14 lb 16
CASTCCL- Duplex
SOLE AGENTS IN IRAQ: UNDUETSCH TRADING CO. (W.L.L.)
BAB SHARQI — BAGHDAD
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THE MEN WHO DO
BIG BUSINESS
ALL
READ THE
IRAQ
TIMES
The Times Printing and Publishing Public Shareholding Company
Established in 1921 Baghdad and Basra
For Staying Power
ATLA
LAMPS TUBES
THORN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
LONDON, ENGLAND
Distributors
I . & A. I AW I IK VOX %\
BAGHDAD Tel.: 4937
PHOTOGRAPHER OF BAGHDAD
COLLEGE GRADUATES
SPECIALIST IN PORTRAITS
BABYLON
STUDIO
JEAN, PRop.
RASHID STREET - - BAGHDAD
Opposite FETTO'S PHARMACY
Telephone : 87803
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CRESCENT PHOTO STORES
A.ABB0SH&C0.
354/1 RASHID STREET BAGHDAD
CAMERAS OF WORLD
RENOWN
AGFA OPTIMA REFLEX 24x36 AGFA SILETTE I 24x.3f)
FILMS
AGFA MAGNETONBAND PE 6 r. PAPERS
J. .'J A"V~»
m
9
AGFA SELECTA 24x36
AGFA MOVEX AUTOMATIC
AGFA COLOR CT18
AGFA ISOPAN FILM
CHEMICAL
All Photographic
Requirements
Shot Guns and
Ammunition
AVAILABLE AT ALL PHOTO DEALERS
AGFA MOVECTOR G
AGFA COLOR CT 88 SP
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HANNA SHAIKH
RIVER TRANSPORT Co.
BASRAH IRAQ.
Registered Company for River Transport
Freight booked on through bills of Lading for
Through (Overside), Transferred, and Local Cargoes
Special Quotations offered for large shipments
Sea-going transportation in the Arab Gulf between
Basra, Kuwait, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
Owners of Machine Bricks
Factories and Suppliers
Head Office: BASRA Branches: AMARAH, Baghdad
Bankers : British Bank of the Middle East, Eastern Bank,
Ottoman Bank, Arab Bank and Rafidain Bank
Cables : "Al-Shaikh" Basrah, Amarah and Baghdad
Code : Bently's
J^J ^
MUHAMMAD ISMAIL
£ljfa 4J& jLJ s-aJ?
SURGEON DENTIST for BAGHDAD COLLEGE
CHURCH STREET— BAGHDAD
Tel. : Clinic — 8191 I A^U : S^UI jjAL"
Residence — 92458 ^Yi«A : jOl
AIR CONDITION — HEATING — REFRIGERATION — VENTILATING SERVICES
TIhermo-ControI J^y r)
«4jfJI - -u jdl - isi-dl - >I^JI utgSs JUV
Design — Supply — Installation.
Al-Kattab Building - Sa'adoun St. Baghdad Tel. : 88238
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The five times new top camera
Contaflex
Here are the five marvellous novelties of the
CONTAFLEX super: 1. coupled exposure meter - pointer
visible in the finder and on the camera body. 2. novel
exposure dial to set the exposure in the taking position.
3. three-component finder — subject, distance and expo-
sure can be controlled at a glance. 4. wide range of photo-
graphic applications wide angle and stereo shots,
life-size close ups at 1: 1, tel attachments now to 400 mm
focal length. 5. rapid lever wind and rewind crank— quirk
shooting sequence and accellerated film change. Plus the
famous CONTAFLEX advantage : the finder shows tin-
true picture life-size, brilliantly clear, unreversed,
unaffected by the exposure meter needle and free from any
parallax no matter what lens is used on the camera!
ZEISS IKON
CONTAFLEX— the camera for connoisseurs and experts.
Further technical advantages: ZEISS TESSAR f/2.8
50 mm, bayonet mount for accessory lenses, dust protected
SYNCHRO COMPURE shutter speeded to 1/500 sec-
two-cassette system for rapid change-over from 35 mm
black and white to colour film in daylight, removable back.
Two other new models: CONTAFLEX rapid, as
CONTAFLEX super but without exposure meter.
CONTAFLEX prima, similar to CONTAFLEX super.
_/Z_£ /"
PRESTOLITE . . . WORLD-WIDE SYMBOL OF ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
Prestolite Universal Regulators offer broad coverage .
quick turn-over and good profit . .
.
THE ELECTRIC AUTOLITE COMPANY
Toledo 1, Ohio, U. S. A.
Sole Distributors: A.J. AL-SHEKHLY & PARTNERS Co., W.L.L.
412/1 Rashid St.. Baghdad - Iraq. Tel. 82241
GENERATORS CONTACT SETS ALTERNATORS WIRE and CABLE ARMATURES
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FEINTI mm
58/177, Ras aI QarIa BAGHDAD
. \ Press : 80787
TeIep^ones
j STAlioNERy . 8750 j
CaIdIes : SaItom - BAqhcUd
You can believe us if you try us once.
PROMPT DELIVERY CLEAN PRINTING MODERATE PRICES
Our Motto is P.R.E.S.S.
Promptness
Regularity
Efficiency
Satisfaction
Service
Best quality of all kinds of Stationery.
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Jhnana
A.J. AL-SHEKHLY AND PARTNERS Co.
( W.L.L.
)
fM
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ,
(W)
ana o
412-1 Rashid Street - Tel. : 82241
Baghdad, Iraq Cable : GABSHEKHLY
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RAFIDAIN DEVELOPMENT LTD.
(With Limited Liability)
SALE DISTRIBUTORS FOR
Associated Electrical Industries Ltd. Electric Motors, Switchgear.
Blackstone & Co. Ltd. Industrial & Marine Diesel Engines,
Generating Sets.
Blaw Knox Ltd. Contractors' Plant & Equipment.
Bricoumo Ltd. Pistons & Rings, Cylinder Liners.
Coventry Climax Engines Ltd. Fork Lift Trucks, Fire Pumps.
F. L. Douglas (Equipment) Ltd. Dump Trucks, Tugmasters,
Special Vehicles.
John Fowler & Co. (Leeds) Ltd. Diesel Crawler Tractors.
Jaguar Cars Ltd. Jaguar Cars.
R. A. Lister & Co. Ltd. Diesel & Petrol Engines, Generating
Sets, Pumps, Auto-Trucks.
Massey-Ferguson (Export) Ltd. Agricultural & Industrial Tractors,
Combines.
Marshall Sons & Co. Ltd. Diesel Road Rollers, Track Mar-
shall Tractors.
R. H. Neal & Co. Ltd. Neal Mobile Cranes, Neal-Unit
Excavators.
Frederick Parker Ltd. Crushing & Asphalt Plants, Concrete
Mixers, Loaders.
Petbow Ltd. Diesel Generating Plant, Welding Plant.
Pritchet & Gold and E.P.S.G. Ltd. Dagenite Batteries.
The Pyrene Co. Ltd. All Types of Fire Fighting Equipment.
Rolls-Royce Ltd. Industrial, automotive, marine & rail Diesel
Engines.
Rolls-Royce Ltd. Rolls-Royce & Bentley Cars.
Sellers & Co. (Huddersfield) Ltd. Textile Finishing Machinery.
F. Taylor & Sons (Manchester) Ltd. "Jumbo" Diesel Hydraulic
Cranes.
Warsop Power Tools Ltd. Pumps, Rock Drills & Breakers,
Rammers.
F. E. Weatherill Ltd. Hydraulic Tractor Loaders.
Worthington-Simpson Ltd. All types of Pumps, Cooling Towers.
Branches: Mosul
Kirki'k, Basrah
MUASKAR ALRASHID Tel. 99091/2/3
BAGHDAD P.O. Box 2
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MIDLAND ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND
HIGH
QUALITY M. E. M. ELECTRICALPRODUCTS
Represented by :
F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
BAGHDAD TEL.: 4937
lid AL- IRAQI
HOTEL KHAYAM
BAGHDAD
THE FINEST IN TOWN AIR CONDITIONED THROUGHOUT
COURTEOUS SERVICE IN
BAR — TEAROOM — RESTAURANT
AND EUROPEAN CUISINE
ALL 60 ROOMS WITH BATHROOM
AND 7 COMFORTABLE SUITES
ffl. KBAYAW MIL
EX CL USIVE I)IS TRIE I TOUS A \ I)
MANUF. i CTUIiERS REPRESENT, i T1VES
SIXER ST., BAGHDAD - IRAQ
&£
MANAGEMENT 83088
STORES 6752
CABLE ADDRESS
"KAWKAB"
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
"HOBORT" Arc Welders
Electrodes & Accessories
U.S.A.
"AL1 FP ' Products
Adolf T. I. in;an OHG
< A Westei n ( lei many
"BRISTOL" Pneumatic
ol Bristol,
ENGLAND
"DELTA" Woodworking
Machinery and Tools
U.S.A.
"BALCRANK" luc.
Lubricating Equipment
U.S.A.
SKI I. Corporation,
U.S.A.
"SK1L" Electric Tools
"COLCHESTER" Lathes
of Colchester.
ENGLAND
"STENOR" Limited
ENGLAND
Douglas Ellison Ltd.
ENGLAND
Pumping Sets.
Read & Cambell Ltd.
ENGLAND
Fire Extinguishers
"ACCO" Presses
American Chain & Cable Co
U.S.A.
New Britain Machine Co.,
U.S.A.
I l;md Tools
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the World's Finest
SLANT-O-MATIC
sewing machine
SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM WITH " SINGER SLANT-O-MATIC
"
If you're known for your beautiful Sewing, you are just the Woman for
a swing -needle Singer : It does the smoothest, best -controlled, straight stit-
ching in the world. It glides through every single job. Purring smoothly, easily. And
it takes care of everything : Complicated fancy stitching. Button — holing.
Embroidery. Even Mending and Sewing on Buttons, if you want it to.
NOW THERE IS SO MUCH MORE TO SEE FROM SINGER !
Whether its notions, repairs, sewing lessons . .
.
whatever your sewing need call or visit
:
SINGER Sewing Machine C°
Tel. : 84318, 84004 and 85899
Branches throughout IRAQ,
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This man is a
PHILI fili//^ way
Modern women
prcfci the flu lips
7 thl\ - slnivc'.
The fabulous new Rotary Action 'Phihshave' is the world"?
(op-selling dry shaver There is a reason for this It is. quite
simply, that the 'Phihshave' is the finest shaving instrument e\irf
produced. And why'' Because the 'Phihshave' makes a man look -
and feel - successful. Because the 'Philisha\e' shaves closely,
brilliantly, without ever pulling the bnstles; leaving a man's face
glowing with health and comfort -
the face of a successful man! . •
Get yourself a 'Phihshave' today.
From you to you - or from her to
you - the 'Phihshave' is the best possible
present at any season of the year.
For men who travel, who
go on holiday. Philips
bring the Philips Buttery
Sinn er
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:
African Iraqi Trading Company (P.L.S.C.) Baghdad
TEL 7355, 87393
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RUSTON PAXMAN
JUIj JS4J1 J^-J fcj; jjlj 4*tUflj! J
C/oss KA Pumping Set
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YOUR SPORTS RESULTS WILL MATCH WITH YOUR
EFFORTS WHEN WEARING THESE
JUMBO GYM SHOES
Made from superior Duck
by craftsmen under expert guidance
and supervision in White,
Brown or Grey colour.
Enjoy the fit and the support
they give.
Sizes :
9-11 320 fils
12-1 350 fils
2-5 390 fils
6-11 450 fils
Serves you well
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RESISTOR SPARK
POWER
TIP AUTO-LITE PLUGS
AUTOLITE PRODUCTS
ACME QUALITY PAINTS
KOHLER ELECTRIC PLANTS
BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
ECO AIR COMPRESSORS AND CAR
WASHERS
ROTARY LIFTS
WELBILT AIR CONDITIONERS
KREIDLER MOTORCYCLE
H=iHrifcSESSEEStSiESES
Sole Distributors for Iraq
AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE CO.
HEIR OF C. BOUKATHER
Republic Street
BAGHDAD
Cables : AMAUCO Tel. 81646
GABRIEL J. 06AGI
RAS EL-KARYAH, BAGHDAD
PHONE 82477
TECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTION &
DECORATION MATERIALS
<JLj J.*^
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Deutsche Linoleum — Werke A. G. Bietigheim
MP Locks, Hinges, Bolts, etc. for doors & windows
MG locks for doors & furniture
Carbon Brushes for all industrial purposes
Carbon for cinema
Conveyor & Industrial Beltings-Hoses for all purposes
Electric and Hand Tools
Curtain Decorative Bands, Rails & all the relative fittings
Locks, Fitting, Slides, Handles, Edges, etc. for steel furnitures
All Fittings, Lock, Decorations for furniture
Complete Show-cases & Show-windows in anodised aluminium for ships
Slides & Sliding Doors for all purposes
Washing Compounds for Hospitals, Hotels, Laundries, etc.
r
J.JI ^j jj oLvJ'j jI ,j^^-*'
STRAGULA LINOLEUM
INLAID UNDER
SPECIALIST
SUPERVISION
L>'
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Aerial view of Amsterdam, one of the 13 cities served by KLM in Europe alo
What you should know about reliable KLM before
your next flight to Amsterdam, New York or
any of the 102 other cities served by KLM
Experienced travellers know that Amsterdam is a huh of transportation
routes. They know that KLM's high frequency of daily flights connects
Amsterdam with 104 cities in 68 countries.
1. Amsterdam's Central location makes it
the natural huh lor your European tour. It
oilers excellent opportunities lor travel by
boat, road, rail or sea to all of Europe.
2. Stopover in Amsterdam on your way to
New ^ ork. Il will be a memorable visit to
100 year old buildings, canals, museums
with van Gogh and Rembrandt paintings.
Also there is lots ol night-life.
3. Holland is a shopper's paradise. There
arc man) shops and department stores
where you can buy excellent goods at low
priii--. Sonic foreign-made articles are ac-
tually cheaper in Holland than in their
home country. \ wonderful new opportu-
nity lor -hoppers is the brand-new Ams-
telveen Shopping Centre, just a 5 minutes'
drive from Amsterdam (Schiphol) Airport.
4. Holland minitour travellers go in the
company ol a charming multilingual host-
ess. She i- well-briefed on her area. Ask
her about history, art or current Amsterdam
activities — what she doesn't know, shell
find out lor you.
Remarkable reliability
5. KLM was the first European airline to be
authorized h\ the I ,S. federal \\iation
\'/ciic\ to overhaul I . S. airliner- without
luriher inspection l>\ the FA \.
6. Othei airlines frequently -end their
crews to KIA1- training school. \
quiet testimonial to KI.M reliability.
7. KLM has had longer than any other
airline to perfect its reliability — 1 1 years.
Modern fleet of aircraft
8. KLM's Americandmilt. four-engined,
jet-powered Eleetra ILs are products ol
the latest advances in comfortable flying.
They provide passengers with vibration-
free travel at more than 405 m.p.h., silence
and spaciousness on many Kl.M intra-
European, Middle Eastern and Miican
routes.
9. KLM Eleetra Us can cruise at any al-
titude from 5,000 to 30,000 feet— under or
over any had weather they encounter. Extra
fuel range provides leeway to IK around
weather. This guarantees smoother flights.
12. First Class SleepAir seats have wide
armrests with writing "desks" and special
holders lor drink glasses. Individual air-
conditioning, light and call buttons are
within easy reach.
KLM flies to every continent
13. KLM flies to every continent and serves
101 cities in OH countries.
14. A KLM plane lakes off or lands every
lour minutes somewhere in the world.
Ask your travel agent
15. \sk your travel agent to plan your tour
ol Europe. He is a specialist, lie knows
lares, rates, hotels, tours, documents, cur-
rencies better than any one. And all the odd
little details. His experience can make a
world of difference to your trip. Two ol
every three KLM passengers are recom-
mended to IK KLM by experienced travel
agents. A nice vote ol confidence from
people who know all about travel.
10. \ I X 1-8 jet is an intercontinental
jet. It has a hundred subtle refine-
ments. KLM engineers installed
what \ ears ol experience have taught
them are the most reliable, naviga-
tional, radar ami communications
equipment.
Passengers' comfort
11. Everj KLM jet-powered Eleetra
II has radiant heating. Miles ol liny
low-voltage heating coils in cabin
Moor and wall- pro\ ide an even head
to toe warmth lor each passenger.
Il Wolk- OI1 the same principle as I My travel agent II
an electi ir blanket.
See your travel agent, call KI.M or until coupon for free
travel information
KLM-Royal Dutch Airlines,
BAGHDAD : Saadoun Street • Tel. 4081 • 408S • I'. 0. B. 2012
II A SH A : Margil Airport • Tel. 7'JHI
Mr/ Mrs / Miss
Profession
Address
I
City
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LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT S. A.
ESTABLISHED 1930
TRANSPORTERS, SHIPPING AGENTS,
FORWARDERS, PACKERS, CUSTOMS BROKERS
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ, SYRIA and LEBANON
© SHIPPING CORRESPONDENTS :
© APPOINTED SURVEYORS :
Concordia Line,
Norway.
Compagnie Maritime Beige,
Belgium
Mitsui Line,
Japan.
Schenker and Co., G. M. B. H.,
Germany.
The American Express Co. Ltd.,
New York.
German underwriters
Marine Insurance Companies.
Direct Regular Sailings between U. S.
Atlantic Ports and Arab Gulf Ports.
* Direct Regular Sailings between North
European and Arab Gulf Ports.
* Direct Regular Sailings between Japan and
other Far East Ports and Arab Gulf Ports
Express Freight Service Germany/Iraq.
World Wide Shipping Service.
Survey Reports issued for goods insured
with German Insurance Companies.
Head office
Also offices at
BEIRUT,
DAMASCUS, ALEPPO, TRIPOLI, BAGHDAD, BASRAH, MOSUL,
KHANAQIN, TEHERAN, TABRIZ, KHORRAMSHAHR, KERMANSHAH,
AHWAZ, BANDAR-SHAHPOUR, ARAK.
THROUGH BILLS OF LADING ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
REVO
TABLE & CEILING
FANS
Distributors :
L & D MANGASARIAN (W.L.L.
3/184 Ras el-Qaria, Baghdad
Tel. 70 42
«-.;-<' '-'
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MOTOR CONTROL GEAR
and
AUTOiMATIC CONTROLS FOR AIR CONDITIONING
and REFRIGERATION PLANTS
Sole Agents :
L. & D. MANGASARIAN (W.L.L.)
3/184 Ras al-Qaria, Baghdad, Tel. 7042
For all your photographic problems or requirements contact
PHOTO VICKY
The only Photo Centre which gives you full satisfaction on Automatic Machines.
Specialists for COLOR Photography
Processors of Anscochrome Films
Ektachrome »
Agfacolor »
Movie Films 8 & 16 mm.
From Negative & Positive Films
Slides Color & B. & W.
Sole Agents for
Prints Color
Copying
P E R U T Z West Germany
A N S C O U. S. A.
T E L L K O Switzerland Rashid
Street 441
Tel. 4595
B A G 11 1) A D
1 *£ 1 i how to see
EUROPE
at its best
!
Europe is the continent of contrast where the
changing seasons bring to each country a wealth
of changing pleasures. See your BOAC Appointed
Travel Agent soon. He'll show you how to plan
your time to have more fun, see more, and do
more without going over your budget. Plan on
your European holiday now!
BOAC Offices in Iraq
BAGHDAD: BOAC, Skender Stephen Bldg., Sadoon
Street, opposite Baghdad Hotel,
Tel. 86446 - 83346 - 83284
: BOAC Shaft Al Arab Hotel, Basra
Airport, Tel. 7286
: Bahjat Hassan & Co., Atlas Street, Tel. 2805
ALL OVER THE WORLDBOM TAKES GOOD CARE OF YOU
BRITISH OVE RSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
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For top precision work in
optical dispensing
Please Consult
TONIETTI OPTICAL HOUSE
Rashid Street 335/1
Opposite Beit Lynch
Top of Fetto Pharmacy
Baghdad
Tel. No. 83846
SjUL-i
.jrj
m
rz*fj)jv ol~^^
a r a i -\ — u .iiJ
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WHETHER YOU TRAVEL FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
ORIENTOURS
WILL SOLVE ALL YOUR TRAVEL DIFFICULTIES
Travel - Tours - International - Transport - Shipping - Forwarding -
Foreign Exchange - Customs Clearance - Air Freight
Head Office
445/1 Rashid Street, Baghdad - IRAQ, Phones Nos. 6251-84253-87751
Cables : "ORIENTOURS" Branches : j ^™E .NT? " ™™VrK
( BASRAH - MOSUL
Agents & Correspondents : THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The Orient Travel Corporation - "ORIENTOURS »>
Members of the International Air Transport Association (I.A.T.A.)
Members of the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.S.T.A)
Members of the International Federation of Travel Agencies (F.I.A.V.)
Members of the WORLD ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (W.A.T.A)
Members of the ARAB ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.A.T.A.)
GENERAL AGENTS FOR :
The United States Lines - Trans World Airlines - The Adriatica Lines
CUSTOMS CLEARING AGENT
Samawal Street
AL DAMARACHI Building
Telegraphic «ALBAQ,IR»
Telephone : 6866
ABDUL HADI BAQIR
BAGHDAD
(I jSU^ » ; <JjA\ b\yj&
IMPORTER EXPORTER
Specialized in legal questions affecting Customs, Duties, Import Licences, etc.
Agent for FORSTER & SABBAGH Co. and LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT Co.
and other well known firms
Has served as Clearing Agent for Baghdad College since its foundation in 1932
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A SERIES
COOLS WALL TO WALL WITHOUT DRAFTS
* Dehumidifies air as it cools
* Kills over 99% of air-borne germs
* Filters air free of dust and pollen
* Works in a whisper night and day
EXPANDO MOUNT SAVES TIME, MONEY, WORK!
* Fits any 24-inch window
* Expands to fit 39-inch windows
* Installs in minutes
* Needs no special wiring
/t^
you'll
be glad
you got
Si
Gibson
Cable: AL-IIAMRA TELEPHONE 87031-3
USAM SHARIF COMPANY W. L. L.
IMPORTERS - EXPORTERS MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
Sinak - - Rashid Street - - BAGDAD - IRAQ
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THE ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL
DATEJUST, most remarkable achieve-
ment in watchmaking. Every Dateiust
is awarded an Official Timing Certifi-
cate by a Swiss Institute for Official
Timekeeping Tests with mention «Espe-
cially good results». This accuracy is
protected by the famous Oyster case,
guaranteed 100% waterproof. The watch
is self-wound by the Perpetual rotor
mechanism, and the date on the dial,
changing instantaneously every midnight,
is magnified by the Cyclops lens for
easy reading.
Made by Rolex — Geneva.
zSjJ\j 4*juji jlauHj jjjij ju^ji yi^ij jikaji
4 *jjj-l OJj^Jl^ O^-Jlj JjiUiJlj fj}\ji\j
. .
,»cJl Aj^aJI jjJlJjj S^u^jl Jjl^|^ l_-jlxl^
u^ (
^
>" ^•»->Si,J L*J i? ajj~^a.J
D ATO R
THE MOST MODERN ELECTRIC
CALENDAR CLOCKS
Ideal in every setting such as Airports,
Railway Stations, Post Offices, Educa-
tional Institutions, Public Buildings, De-
partment Stores, Banks, Modern Offices
etc.
Minutes Day — and Date at a
Glance.
Automatic change at Leap Years.
Hailed throughout the world
_
as unique of its kind !
Made by Solari — Italy.
SOLE AGENTS : The Swiss Watch Go. W.L.L., Rashid St., Baghdad Iraq
Telephone : 82476
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The Priceless Extra
of Experience
Think for a moment of the many choices
we make in life which are determined
by our confidence in somebody's expe-
rience.
Choice in important things, like selec-
ting a doctor, a lawyer, or a friendly
advisor. In less important things, like
having something repaired. In even
minor, everyday, personal problems,
where we want wise guidance.
So deeply ingrained is this basis for
choice in all our actions, it comes as no
surprise when so many experienced
travelers say that this is why, when they
fly overseas, they put their trust in Pan
American.
For Pan American is "The World's
Most Experienced Airline" — in years
of flying over the seven seas— in every
type of transport plane— in fine mecha-
nics who maintain these planes— in pilots
and engineers who fly and navigate
them— in services to care for you before
you embark, while on your flight, and
when you land. All under the high
discipline of U. S. flight standards.
A Pan American traveler is a confident
traveler, reposing his trust in these years
of experience in getting you from here
to there—comfortably, dependably,
serenely.
It's a great experience to fly with
experience on Pan American.
<^lk> jLJu) y^Uil (Jj«Jl c-»i*ifi j* ol^ia
>^ J^ j/S'jiU ^ap **;£j Ja^-l^-1
Jjjl^ (j^lj^J &JU11 ftl^ti
J
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Women Students — September, 1962
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Business Management Program
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Engineers at Drawing Boards
Surveyors at Work
Examination Time
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AL-HIKMA
UNIVERSITY
BOX 2125 BAGHDAD, IRAQ
Al-Hikma University is located in Zafaraniya, twenty
minutes by car from South Gate on the main road from
Baghdad to Kut.
At present Al-Hikma University offers two four year
programs of study, one leading to the Bachelor of
Science degree in business administration, and one to the
Bachelor of Science degree in civil engineering.
A Third Curriculum, possibly in the field of educa-
tion, or arts and science, is contemplated for September,
1963.
Instruction, except in Arabic literature courses, is in
English. Both programs of study are similar to those
offered in colleges and universities in the United States
and are of the same standard.
Tuition is 150 dinars per year.
Student Librarians
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.
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.
aJUH Obl^J-ll a\U^ j4j jjli SJu'L-l — jNl aJU-I Jb
^x-oj Ip-Lvi? oliJI ^j I-Lj ^^IjjJI f jJ! jo
oJ.>-l^ll apL~,!I ^j ajJI •_« jjlsil v_Ja-^JI Ij^j ^4^1 ^>-
ajJUsaJiI ^i^sj~ ^m\jjS\ ajJI >^jj T,o* apLJI ^>-
Tjlj a^IjJ.11 jli pjl Ul
. i,\* Jl f,Y* apUI^
. \j*fi& Y,\ • apUI J ^ijj U-lw? A,Y« apUI j
^j I^UjI c~>«.ij ->I-Uj A-JLi jl o;fi jl j^*-
iUi ji jj^ik, iyir o^uji *ivi ji ^ t iujii
Jkl ^Lall J jb Jp -.r_l; jil^\ ^Vj O^ -Ujj
C->- JU-I LLlf *ij^ jp *>Ui Jw«J ^aj aJU-j ^ ^^Ip
.
yi a^jjIi yus;
^*>\yi Ji; aJL, aXJI c^U- JJI JTLtll ^j
^IS^H Ji uUl Oiks- jV aJUI ilJJu Jsl^l j*
Av^l>- 3jL~- aJ>JI OJpli A~«J2P*yi
^J ^^>j C;b
.iJLaJl Jl S-UJI jttll j* t-*^JaJl JiJ ^yJl l-U
S;L*j : (i Ol;L*- ***- » dUr ilJJu aUiT jli »jjl Ul
. flkJNlj jl^lj ^Jl JiS^J
ilbb CJlS" ^I-Uj j ^jf_ ^juj U JT jlT \Jajj
JU.I jf-»UtfJ J J>Jb iJo*.'l\ oL^JI j ^j>-l aJm^I
C--?- t /»jJl iljJt; aUT Ijjp «^i ^Jll Jajl^i-I J>IOpIj
X
t "JM 1 \ A
fc~ •
V U ilj& j JUJl Jl ^Ul Jjl^aJl ja *Lj
. A ft ft
idU- J jo aJI ^pS AwL>-l jl Jp- JU5I jliJul Jj>-
JIp Jj~L*j I -IpL~.« I Mi*- 1 At ^aI^ \j ji?-I _^ijX
Slx^l dUi 4JJL1 U oil>- j l^*i>-l jjill wMkJI
4J.UH s-^i-l <_jUpI j <J*Ai:^l j;l^*JI .i/uJ I>- ^>-l:!l
j^l^Jj J.jwl^- *^« 4~J*JI l^w2f- ^iJJu td~i**9 . Jj jl
J!l aJUVI, 4-rJI ^-jUU Jl j^VjI JL-jI Jp ^Ul
(^j.^-1 (i ^Ijij a IS")) CJlSTy t 4>-UdJ Uj OylSsJ
i»U-l dlL" lT ^;ji oiKJi
^ *v.bJI ^ii . \\rx jliTjl dUi; a^II *^j
^jlx.
^jl^b ^r-il; Jj <J|^^' ^^ J-^J yf^l dUi
.
4JKJI (J^Uail ikai ^vsj jlSj
*_j*>UaU I^JjjI 4*1501 c>*:9 l^Jp 4i~5l -^ JjLI ^jj
<_$ i^j\*.^p\j*<* "jftui Li-^J Sj^jw? 4-^jJ.^ AZx^p- <L>>\Sj
\*jj*<a." aJJI .* jj-LlSj
.
-L-i,JI fjUi «_i,5 4*j ,11 aJL*
r
:^-
4JS0I aJ.A Jl ij^ai IJJi ^J JjsoL- <L*>jdl oJ.a jl
J ^/>UaJl Obi 1^9 ^jJU JJJj pjl Uly Jjl U.IS0I
^walJlj JL^Jul 4>ciJ jlT dlli jl J dli Vj t /»Ip JS"
\^jj\S.» iJS\> Iaj jv2.p ^»w.V9i X^> ilJi
jS ^J.P 1^,9 r-j^ (Jpl l^L^v<
OjliVl
Jixil jjj' v 4iU li^^ O-J^j J I aJ^jd! S^^dJI dUj
ijly .Xij w JUl I jJL.« Ob^S'l^lp UJl—£ C-ilS"» 49^1 Ij
lUil *Utja^ J* 4j^j JUll JU-j Igi ^Sj-lj ala«j J
I
sJUtjw jl IajJ^jI "51 4^^U5I 4^aJl oJ.a jxjuj v« jlSj
jlS\9 [ZL~2-J J^J^i jUj ;!|^ jbjJl s-UJ.9 (»jip ilUi)
k^!l jj^i5l
\ e
I
* W j
&X2®±>&&
V Op ] V ?.£ J>' a^tU^.^1 49 1> l^-^Jl" ^J j5\^
.
4.*' '.P 4,-414
»l *!l j&Ja\ JjU^I
^J \»ji\ j& \^3j\^2.->- t_-.**/u
J^>l^!il IJlftj
.
44*>l! ^xill CjU^I jjX-a s .«. JlU Olpj-o.fi
ij^>- >^.*.Z> ^c,\ J.".p ^jS\Ji\\ \> j>a]\ ij\^- *.i\j\\ (J jft
ft IftL*,* J (49Uj) iUxJ 7t<s>Ujl OJ.jyulltj
J I Js»L*j J.P 4*9 USl I 4^2.) Ua; JaJ
ioUaliNl^-»liUj 4
;
T4ft*^l *l;Vjj ^LAJUllOb^kJU
f-yij Uj ,-oL!l Ipj <W?l)^!l TcftU^j <Lp\^- jlj <Lv-L-Jl».
c.
J I 4*9 y' J>~'3 °J j*-1 j-*-*^' ^-£jm»j . /»J2aU j-0\jJ*)I ,Pj -U.4
^>L**<I OtJL^**!* apIJ^/L, ^JxxJl^ 4pLkil JjL-j C-^Jjjj
^l:i;l Jl jbuUNl
_^p ^*.~> V 4,^;l:SI i^aJl -^
jSCij
.
4>^>t-^il 49Ull] SJL*Jl OVUM j^ 4>»U1 Jj^lail
J <—i~ jl J>el*-lj Jyiitll ayj J J>0 4j'I ^*;" N
J 1 iUjj ill? j >'J»; jl fJai~; V i:; 1 o 1 a^
LJL- W^ trij^l T<j3ju LpI_« r^^2.
;
l;U;l Ijlp ai 4;
I
(J ."jja 40.Jl)l 4jL>- 4>-4) LlaPj ftL.ll "yi 4j Ja*^- II
Jjl Oil^i-I Oy^ 3 OjjJ.) jA yj*' ^2>t*tJI 4JU3
4^9 jLu ^ia^- ^_5 f*-^ 1 L« U-h)l r--"^J 4^1 jUi *Ja^J
.
4^«1?- ^j j 4X-4 1^
I»Uaj Japlj S-X* >u-jl J^Ltil Ull*f 4^>U5l 49Ui:JU
o oiij ^il 4^^-jJ.Ll 49U:!l -^> 4^^2.>t.^U I JLjJL^- J^Ij
\gQJi
. t^l^-l J^a^l J* flyJil -b- JUP Ubl L».gi
llaj 4iU 4l^;>» 4.v-jJ.4 49 lit ig. ^»U-I l .JUsaJl \5sj
(^-Vl ->jULl ^ U ^^ V jyi Jl oj\kh\ j U'li
^XiJI 4
;9j J^Jj (j^*^ 4.4UJI 4Jlii]l J^-i J>-X Jl
.
j i^«>i 1 ju~j-vyi ijjA j 1 [g*^"!^ i«*^^
4A^*II 4iJj.il 49yd. I \A U yuS>" V j
• lJ
- !^^"^ *t3^' .»}»lall ^^-ij ip JIpI^T III 4Uli.il
( v_»xiv!l iJfl.*St"
^J .-lw-Vl j^ iyiil uji*ii7 jl
^_*i.!l -«> j 4UU 4a->- 4*1>- iyill jl _4* dJJJJ ^_~>—SI*
SL4-I J *jU Jx«; I^.IpU7« 1^.4 1^:11, Ij^^I ia^yj
^-1 jJIS^U ^I^VI Jtjtdl jl^il *U; Jj v^Jl
.
I JL>. <UJaP aUJL/
.
^ao
A»l>t^ j^'T'l 4.Jjj^.-,4 v_^i.il 1^.^. ii.UJi.5 49^x11^ ^.JiJiiJl
ol^j y UIj i.iil oL^-j b Vjl 4^oi; 0U1 4Jb Jlil
^5
.
4.4 Ip o'LjVI
jj^ *j9 ^iU A Vj ... Jb-i/ IS\L» J J 49liiJU
a~<>^-\ JjUl,4 jj 7^^ f 3*^' 5 ^*-*>t.U ^,11.4 ft ul . » »9
• JiJ^ i£i>.j4) Sj^* tjAj* ii~a>- dUi ^u ^aj
Jljjl f H
^mu;\^
^-"L 3 jlSsiV^ ... 4PJL~«j 4iil>-
«-U^j» ~**j ^Jl J, I djaj S—Jali
J OUaiUdl jp . . . f-JUll
a;
>*yj
.jj^l! jp
i&^l
^>^N P
c?~*
; °^J ^ Jtll
lT jU:| jp ...SU-I
..
JLiil jl ^«i \p ... 3 L>- 1 oJ.a
7^.^.1 a *? v ji«r
r-
^3 •• (*'[) f*>^ jl U>-
...4jj Jl . ..4j'IJL>j Jl . ..*Uj1; Jl jli^l 4-^J jLo'*>U
C
...4jlJ.il 4jl.~,j
.
.
.
4X >)!« 7- a Jl 4*« Jwl«o l 4^>-U)
j_^ J.A^^ V» (JJ-^2.^ . . . yU</?)l (*jJj jP /r^ ... »>*•»'
jp:>I jl .«>! Jj
...
I Jl i JL>- 1«jj LJJ:;.*-} 4i;Jvi-l (J
lT JL« :/ fJOJb- j^ ob 1 w t^4 ^ ' -^=r '>>** ^_^;i JJOI M~*
cSjUfli?! jLi-l *LP ^pl JUS
PJl
l^^llAi^t^lJa-aj 1»JL*pj.
.
jjSsJU^UaJI ^JaJL
r^r • • •J^ 1 J 1 Ob'lOl ^jl" . . . SLi-l J
-?j*y ... J Li V- •Ur JU; 5 Li- 1 *U-'i(»L>-j \P 0wL*J
***>lll _^)l «-LJ>j aftbr'j <u^j£
. . .
jjSOl Uli
. .
. [4*..* I"
I
_,£«l^
...^^ oiil ^jh J*b"l
...J^>- Jp ^^Ss^j
Jj c^iii ^Ul ^yc-.lj ...JJI J« t^ill ^Jp J
fjjl U ... _^laJJ f-jjl U U>- ... Jj^j J <_£ Ji\j
Oiillj ...^i^Jl J,l (J^U \^» 4.JU 3^ -S^jj . ..i*JJaJI
JL«[j ... L«l 4J2.iJ.:LI
l
j*fiLC- ^\ *>yic jjA^*.\\ ^jj
. . .
Y iwJl^JaJi v» jjj:^aA)l IJ.A v_a.^3.; JL) La
. . .
^~j4>'
j.H ... ^yi j.H in i c^u 3r r ^rsi v
s-^JI ^y jjjl f»j>el!l o-Xa ^3! .lajMj . AajI^'I 4A*JaJI
Ijili C-^J Ul ...IJ\£a j* oU l^tr 1 \j ^/*>bj
L» Jw»j ^^Lp Ij^IS iJj«J Ul ...iSy^ Obi J
i
ip
^ Jl -^UiJI 4Ju^_ U Jp ^j 41JU J Jill Ajj^l
,^jl^" V t^JI 4>-j] ^j fj>tJI yLJ 3yL> jlSsii
^r * JM
C o VJ
-Jj^^j^^fC^
^umj o9U j IkS jl ...?J>-:>M jJ-Xj J/^-^
A*.C
li La \jSij J,\^\ t ^Z- jji^ UjU-
j^JUy Ia V jL:!l ^9;^ J J . J^Sv—\\j jjJiil
lj.r jlSsLI J-^a.j J.a f»l Vjj^SI vi'Uj ^xp Ip^-o w'jJJ
^3 }* ! «ii^ 'ca^ 1p j^ -^.-so i_j (^2j .^ ^_jui
,i f-lJ JLJ- , i«>- *•« ,*»>? V v jjt»<«« uLvi » « ,51
f f
-
J <->
, G • .--?.. ^JJ
^j\ C 0;^.k jsl.JI C-*?-' l>t^-i jCJ**^ ciL) W*-1 SL>-l
^slxl ia; -£ Silp] (£4*" ^; >j /»•• -x>-' jj Ulia>- ^-*£>
JLi:^- Ja j^Jj .5UJ-1 «-jjUa C^JUJJI S^riJUl dUo* j
\Sn1j V V Owb-I^j AJLi.5 JL>-1 wU^I— U C L-J;UtXSl 8 J.A
^jVl 0-X* J l£jJ-^ j. ^-&jj ~^ |^i u j5*- ' *-^* ^*
^J9a^ JjJl jli .Is (3* <_£ -^*J j-4 SL>-I L*-I»,« l.o.>tlJ
»jj ^x-i.** 1^1 . ^JMkLl 4ilr Xp ULI l^k:;* jjS"l
Ll* A«^k *.J^I lylj S\*l~» uUj.4 lylj
{
S^!*» <. (J)\jJu\
cJiil wjlj Pj/»Jlll Jj
(-£*•« C~P (V^ j-til) (SC^ "^"^ LT ^J ^ ^-"~p
^JIpIj 4xl>- <^s>-J\ s-L^aiJI IJ.A ^J (."-Jj £5^^ /r^'j
.
Jilyillj *Uallj
*«>J\j JJ^I ^~; aLU- S^kdl SLU
U IJI >_»^!l
y ^i
j- Ov^A^
j>j^\ 3\J3 IcJl^ >ll ol>5 l^,i cUSC; JJI jl>^Nl
^_jjjil J»;VI (,1p l^kAw,:J A*^i!l o^kiJI U^ *.k;^,j V
^jUI *ljil j\S}
. s-\fJl 4;k£w-l U *-• j:_^Jl oLk J\;
<0»ikJI C-xj t ^^aJI CxJI o\jd>- J.p f»^>- j/l *^» ~~Sci
C-xJI c (_jLi- .^Xvsj Jjl J.a[Jm ^JJl CxJl 1. L-*aJ[j
.
^L>eJ>!l J.sljj S-\jJ \A j^SJ JD (_^Jiil ^UstfcJI AJl«JkL
C "
—
*B*i U^_ if j V /»*>U-I £JLa Cj^Ip Ja j JU-I >r (1) jI^
.
J^.A^^Jl p.X.1
. . .
Jjv^^^Jl 8j^ Ul v__AUj
dJJj (J;^ *jtj{ 4*:; kJI JU*1 ^ji 5i.«l jjA~^ . ^^j^l
Cj^ 4i*« dj*~*> . J L>'l At*>\j A; 1^9 C->t>-l" ,TJI A*^!l
'" * f. t
l^.v«"^ aJUI (Vyi c-»L> *^ ^jkx; jl •_« U'l>- ^»ljp 2
1
Ijj^aXa jUx^Vl oua>-
^Jj *Ull JJsl ^J O^Ll rc-^ 4J
.
LJJlJl AlSjU^ ip U-I^J »\£-\ JjJIA
U c^^ t3bj' iail—x^ ij^>- .'iJlpj J,_j L^2.)l
J J?JIa *l;j
(
^J1 V ^k:)l liU V^'Ip lit lill
«j *:x I J I ^ , >ol /»! V >_>j ,^l aJ5a>bJ ^i J I A^i^
• c \ - * \ t , ; " ^ :
jjtf a«^ »ip js" juji j^ji v oijxJi aiA jr j
r^ \r-
am
£ljjl ;• \ T
l/ L-VI
AXy jtIp.5 Ap AX lis l$JU>j (O^ ^Zv«^ *5j (J l-*L,.»j
^S>J~\ JS" jj^; jl JUU l^-lj J* jl ^ IJU
4>-\jdl\j AiUVl ^JJ (t-j^i ic-^'J C^Ur"! Oli.l$ ( ^P
aJUUII \-j»-j jjJ-I J*>U-Ij J^jJI ^—~""j ^xiJI aSUsjI^
L^Ui .AisJ[j aL^^IL ii.1—»djj JJ^UIj .lijl \p iUii^lj
j»>sj jL AjLjI ~U; jj l^,^:> jl <—~£~ Olj.J?J Oljtv£>
Jj*>V>-*yij aJL^.«II (jU« Jj>.j jlj oJL»*5\J a^-L^ SjJi
l .)J^-sJ \*\*> jl JtJo j A^iJ^i-l AjL>- * JaL»«l AX .501
aJI^I OiJU- JU 4?tal J^U-I . -jiJLjIJ 5UI jj£J A5*>UI
jl JUL I Jlp ^.^_J lT ^.ilkJl j Uyl OJlHs AJUJl
A;l 1*j jl a^Ip
. pf\J] p.^ (j\JUdl *—»*^Ja)l J jJuL
Li jl aJIp ^*~j w a^pjj L«j ajjL^Ip IA w>;i *UI
^«LsT aj j^ *y ^jiJi j^-i j, i *^-~iJii ^_j"^yi iijipi
.
a 5LU ^ ^Ui
--^1 -^p JUL jl I J.*- j^^y: V^' 0" -E*^"
^ftlii* (jr^ J j I Ailr.il a-^UII (jp-^l ^J J*J^*
J,l *..£*iJo jl j.p (*-ULl ^>t-ij AJJall jj^p f-Lil
j. P^Vl oJIAj . OVUM aJU J J^jl Jlj frlJbVl
j*>ui w>ur* J j Us yi juu i^cjlj j)i i.yji
.
oljivfi.il fj\} OtaUil L«- oJjy.j ^.Jlkil
aLv2j:Hj S^UJI r-i\^\j *Ji&\j Jill ^> * :^:j^ J <Jl
.
^4«il Jj^j Jr.\~J\ v^-.9lxJ I^pjjj ^-^ ^_-»aJLj J U
e_
L
:
«l [J>jO ifra>j*.i jl J, I lrU *>-0j>-3 6"«*i J*ll tUj «iJj
.
jJlil i
r
l
iy^ JJVI rr%i j.^ N^-'j 'U tobjJj
r~* liil O^^il
3 Li- 1 y.^l;p • * jsG^&j jLxi j.vfip
r
•,.» Aj I
J, N c l (:uu G •• ^45
w^^iJL; ajj;!I_j A^^2.>cwil ajIi^I SL>- j u.*** ^:ii j.i^)i
AlJi-l ^ i^iil iJ^JL- j :>^; J ^1 ..jlail^ ja^all aJI
cJlll jlxVb aJJ ail ..i\>cJjl AjI
•Jill
^
L-^ftl^il Jjiv^j vlj.,Vlj oLIUSI AjlAU J p-jjji
^.al aJOI c iv-3jjj)l July I SyaJ oJ.^*>lj J, I iaj
: Jli j%>- jjJ^ ju'I jJUJ-I s.\j*JlI\
-yj^j j^ ji juu ^ir
^JJI j* J>l j I o^il o,*.lpl
\jj1Pj L.»iJl
r
JU-
\^i\ jj^il Jiilj o^Ip
Ljill ^-jj ajM;.I t^.Jlfl j pjjf c^JJI JaLI ajI ^i
II • -h -I !•( • -II l • .-UlXl -*,
A*|^.n j JUj * ».lo J jjji ^JU ^U A
A^»-j^il Ojdl^ A-iLUl Oj^ii lr »j ajIaI^-I Ito JUxi]^
\jjS\7
,J JL>~jil ,wl~-*yi ft ojiili . A*>waJl OjJllj
iyiil v_—\>j aLI./- .a a^;><!I jl Jj N ^ill 3U>- SLijj
a Til 3J..^.j-l oL^sllj a:^—J-l j; *>\^- ,Vl l^i^'s \p
V > Jlj.il
*-^»ly O-Li -^Jp Cla< jl« 5AJi jL*5l J> C^-jl J>U-
.
l$"lx» j I lS~y>- jj*..k:u*.> ^ jt.^-1 !> U~p I Jli
-S\) C-JV»I>*I «J w -j5\*5\)« y>-l ^Sj^S (£jf- Jl^«A**l
jLy>- Aj'V OVj^J^-1 J*<UjI [«*Jal~J j\ i IglS" ^JSjl ^j9
J SL^I ^^J <£,£ ^ a! If a^jVl <ijy> j oU-l
c*)iij ^_jl>^ <lj\jj jj^c- (V9 5 «-*^%* ^ . jL*»*yi ^S
•4 I^LiJ u>*j ^'1 I»Aa «Af-i ~^j CJJj (<• C7l JL>-I«
IjLw? I_»j:^|a ilUUI [j*>tS ,a -5«-£-J (J l**kj |»U.^3 <ukJ
ljj>t*j ^4^" [»-*ji *^A—>j IjJLiil j?" LLi Ijyfj
4la>- ***[; J sj*-^j" L'l>-.9 (t-4^'' i*^'j '^•5*"1? l>-4~^
C-Jta 4^.ij 0«li a!j^ \.«» jT . *-[> J\ IajjJv." w>y" V»
azjlJp Jp ^^ Lc L*j V A.Ljk'l *»;l>-j L^I«-« d-4>-j
t j& J txi jlS} flla*!l oLUl, aU^I OU>-Vl j*
°JJjW" CJ* l^p /»^~Sl (-2L) 4^ ia i^Jaijlj V 4Jl L
iU>.|« ft III U-j W Jj\s>-j\^j U jlP-x -^'1 4^.UJ 5b «k
ijjl^p-l j IpS^J J^l dJLL" LiU>- 4.1^ jl^-l 4.1 . JJ j.« i
? •1^1 I^p ayj JiJl l^i jU: 0^.< j* ^LkJl
Jili-I dUtjt ^ U> U gjjy Nl t J^l ^1 lrJ
I »
.
^S^ Oj j\>- 4j \,» ULj lc- v_? X£-j t. jAsj jp I v»
(J^-j £J,; JL5 JLaI; Jblp jl (»^pVI A.Uir C-U)l J>.>-
l\J-\ *\j »iUN J-U^p^ dU>-l U . lr"LU JsIpj UaJI
ijl^l
-^ d^J Jjii 41.1*3 \aJ>\ C-JIp id-b'V * l*rV^
.
OLa If^pl »ciyl (V* ^J^ ^& J>\ ^S"A '' L?'
4^iJ -UiLl ^.Ijj jl$jl \-« \Sj
,J l)jj^« (C*^ OJ.>-4J
sJ^^LJ J-J^" 0° fc~"'^^' t<^p aJ_jJ.^ **>lla]l (>-jl >A9j
k> ,JI ,1p•j*"\ f 6j\>-\ OjkLi J1( \ J.P k_—iiJlJ usijUi
lT
t?^M' j-»"
cT-
4 lill
J
I jtUvsOI ^* ,0^^ >A>-Sf io JillJ ly L. jllaJlj O*
C^s- f-jLill J,l fjA{Jb OJvk-l / ^ -*jJ Lc Co«iJj«
L^-l d-Ui -Uj CJiJSj ojip ^*I^j (J^^JI ^1 CjjJv:*-I
Jj^yi jlS" . Ij«-1^ ^>- (J OUaJu ^^ * *;UJ1
j
ip
. c t t c
vJjkl U
. a^jNl jp j^Js *ijl ii U^JUl jl UI J
-^Ij^Sl j iukil O"^ U j\?\ Uj p-jUJl IJl^ ^^p
ay "S\.>-|; w «.lw.ll J Ijjkj ^L-^aJl (J SjIj c jJuJI Jj
lil t 0-^» (»l ollkl (JLpI *V ji—^ (V4 */^* ^j
,^^.iL)l« Sjlil \.« _4-l>- ^Ul ^Jj^kJl* iojil ^&lk ^ ^
^1,1 aI'U &« «• ^^'1 ^k*' V«' JL^j l^wb- (JL.Ji( wis
jjSs^-j Co./i' ^j U)*>\.;.4 ^>Lu (j^jl—j jp jfj]*. i v_jj^i]l
Ljlpyj.1 Oiyl ^11 ^-Jjjaill U(62*J 4^P J ^-5^
jT AjJ.^2.:*li ^jl AXstf \& *>\k.4 I JUA* 1« Ju*J
? t ft^>JL>J lik
^^1^.1 jl Vjl^ *UI
:'' vJ ^_r
^*: ui5"
^_A^3.J
tJiUS' Jj^j 0^» (V Uftljj J^ j L*
^U Jk
;
^ .;>j j ^JL ^>- O^lrJI. jl^sVl jL"
»—A>"Ji ^k^ll .^Jl Ii jA U . ftlpl jl ftU^jl a] (£j\ V
f. " '" * • -
' S
J( Uj^k a! I wl>s;» ^^.ij V jlr^k (j^-l? *-J^*J ftkuj
I yi I j<$i Iftji^ ijj^fi'jj OJ^l-Jl ^k^l -A^i . I^p JL*1
JlNl Jl d.Ur Jk:^j JjNI JLV« IJw ail . oji Jl\ Sjij
jUII ftYjft J^^r Li . ijJL-ll aa^aJ *y« J*!j*N ^aju" ^
till l
ft
* J*^ aJL- ^5 ^^r^ 0*aL JUUNl^ Op-j*
.
4^?j.t Liijl Jvi iUJj ^-1 j«
—
^j Ujjij
^p Ar^.kll iLi CxU : JjJL J-4 J^4 ^«* Ji* jl
CJj jl 4^.k!l JUj 4li» j.» ^*NNl aiUj aiLi jlj ^Ip
(Jljjl f \*
JcS^*...
aL** jju •..« ^jUI *j>.*jI (V qjix^p ^'j\» > \~+i I
a^p dial; J, I a 15 c C->\jA aJ^\j& j J-JjTj . AjLixJI
A.£>-a SijL O^-J vl^ptaj s-Uaill ^.P l^J» J^!* S^i-^aJI
aJJsp a>-L> li .*Jl^ if1 j-fr o .*^« C-~IU« j^> . J1^
^J *JL C~>- tjl 0-*2.) -Uj t*UL* \« A*9 j& U Al~jl
.
5^.i^a)l AI9.P ^Ip j-Uj ^s^Jlo ./"^ ^J9p<2^ s- jSa ^J
jjl^ *Ai J3I S^ll Jl/yi Jl NU- jt&VI 4, ol^l^
ii*ty o-
4
^
1 jr4 V" iU; 4iaij j "j^j . aI^II jJlj^l
.
oLI Uii£ ijUl s-Lil <uiUli 4^U>- jJLp A> ^^X^ZXi
jfxJj c ^-o^fl J ^»V JJs~f IaL** jj-iJI *Apj li^
A>-» J ^jUI (JUj jlS" aJ ,j~j*J cJ^' *9ji1 yjill
<&*j£a* j\O0I ^-J-^U IJ.A JU *_« AJK>- jl ^.P A^jUI
SJiLlI J^ A.Li ily £JI;il jjJb J . aJuxj U U- jJi^ j^P
e-Lil 4j ~a£ 49.ill j^Ipj 1-5-9J U J oJ.~.>- Jp f^JJ
ua <j^ JM> l_ji>- jr j* 4j j*u-ij 4^>-j jp ijUi
jl J„u 4*.J- jj y*Vl J>-jj yti.9 A^llkp (Jl 4jjj LUj
Jpjii J^/L eyji.
j
Jlp C-JUj Jill ^^ Jj^aJ-l J 4:^pj
IflS" C-iM" SJIjUp jlSol 4*-Ij J ck.Pj J^iall J
^A dib" cU iliJU 4*-L^I 4^1p C-5sl« l^« 3Jb-lj ^1
. i-^all ^yi JU j* a>\j>- \z- J)j^aJ-\ J 4; :pj
.^>.«j 3.>-li aI^ jl 4jL^ jwl^a.) v_-?4^
^il. Jjpdll Jl Js^jj . JlSfl <uH Mj:.j Jl»-Vl
4
;
9 jjb ^>t>- ^lp ^-*»jJI 4^J.9 *^3j j JWI Ojj-- (V<
Jai^- ^5 jir 4Jl;il a1s>J]I Jj . jAij
(
LtJ\ aSLi *9j r
jlSslI (Ja.1 A^iaJl liU a^
;
p
^.;9j . A^ly v_;U- Jl
j5\i J A^.U- j*b/ A^;laP A^-I^j L r~^-\j . 4^ki; jjSw!]*
. (J*^JI Ajl^- Jl iU* A^si?-
bir. <-^d ^^^
Aj
iilj^l aJj ^_i» aJ ^Ul ^y o^ir jLJl
J OJL>-j \JL5 a.aja LIa Jy a|« . -»Ls?-l» _^^
4jw? -vl^js-^l (^ji "^ OjjJ W AJj . ^ul (V* 0_/P
gO*J U A*JU Ax*^?Ul« 4a1v^ . ^Aj
. (r^"-*-1 J H~* Ollfij
.
0»>_-Jl) A^ki^UiN
c
L^.p4v2j j 5^9 ul« 0\c **^2j ^*J^ 01 ^cJalwj AJl
U^Jj L^ Liw««^ U*j jliVl J U> Jxif Aj^P Ai;^k;
J^p^j aJI SI i jL>-*yi ji« (J jj^Ul <—Jii aJp J^lajl
JUi^j JU1I IJia *Uil JlkJI jOill U>_ Jl ^Tll
C>tV ^* -Jiail c_J»Ji (^b-^J IJI x^-UijI \P J)j^S.Al
i A^t^il Cj^I»^-I» ASs>tv2i.l e-Atl^yi J£- iilij IJ.A ,J\;
• ^ \h <*^^ y l/2^* J' ^^j ^A J^ «i^j
•^ ^jjJL apJj jl La l^al^j l^a^a./» Ai-^ U Jl J«^l
A^a9 (JjjH ^Ap A^i9 *^kj Uaj AIX^4 ?-*>L- Jl aJUUI j^.;
lJupj AZJbj* aJp 0>.i« _«L«>- < jij a^>- .pui.^ yi
A^Jij A flj ^j^'i AjJoJ.1 4j -JvJl s^^l A—Lo-I *A&
jl
. A^w? A?Li A^< c->i l\j . l^Li ft*^pV« I^jJ^
> j^Aijl i3li^ j^i A^j ^>- l^?-UaJ ^9«J jl C«plkuJ
jU IJla j^ Ar^j • oJ^ >^: cs^: ^' ^ ^A "^'
Ua Uo-U? ui
.
j^i «—o*yi ^j"^*3 '^3j^ *-\*i\
JjJI ijlyj JJ5 aO; j Jill J^Jj SjU^j J^ ^il ^9
JL* oU-ji Jjl JIp j^_ Jljj U IJLa J,l ja« Sij-bi
.
JUJI j^Vl o^l
L.9 (JfliLJI ilSsj AAv^ OyJw? A9^P
^J \>—J AJl
frlkp V jji|^ Ul)J«J (jJo-\ ^j w A^*l^j l^AA— f-Uaj
Jl *rf3jj Akj -t *kiJ« AjjJ ^^ 4Ui Aj ^Awdl \*i
*—*J3 J/4 TJJ — -L^jO ^p JL*u — aJu»-.oIj C
Ojotv? 3-A.^aJ.^ i_r"y JUr.3 4*j}jS :Jb-l
J^l ^1 j* \jwJ A**lj ^Ip <_^T U-UP ^_jiVl IJlA
UxjLmsJI 1^- *>lX A9^LiJ Ajj9 Cj\^~ aJUUI (JU ^jUJ.^
4*>t*^4
L/^29 1« A^xPj Jjl Aj Jl aLJ Oli Jj
£>ii\su AA ^
c^53il i**U- J
mr^>
.uJ J* Just
jl*-^ jLaJI J-t j»">L-
tJ L^ -J »j -J l>
L*J^ l-) l(-r*-J r-'h.a
'-jJ
-^. l/
Xjl*
jLcJI ijlj j JU«
jL_L- -TV- LI -L.C
4*~~J I
-^
' r4 /°
-*J* W
^
> -»-. ^__~-j +.1 ^
LJ»j^ i i-^j S^
oLili , i
-^yi
.
jl>
yfr\* J^Ur ^
jLJL^J
^j J y* _L>
jliJ-J oL*jl J">U
i_oUl i j-^j J->u
JjtA-l y j_^ JJlryt
U-l jcj Jjlj Jl a_p j.Uj
,S Jj j-j^J —^ wJlOi
j^LSCl jf-^l J_c jly
j_^> IU. Jvi"- I ^^X* J—2^J
Rjjji j^st ji^ir
uriir j-su
^-*JU l_-
OL~>cm.X^jJ Jj I j-\j»- ^jLj aj
•- ji J Lki I JtJj
^U ^UUI
oLj^S L* ill ^ jj ljj
I
«u*kll
-?JL=> .il^
„LL- i| J-V ;r j^=:
-«.»JI •tJ L—' (»jl->-
jLJI J Li- I JLc tgJou-
^oji ^mi
LA 1 j>^ a-/
jtjj»=t fW
j_U-
JJ
-^r
-Lll dj)ij_p
j"^ 15-^ ii>J
J-Syl Jilt j^bj
ij LJj I;-
--J _/ J>J La i
J
I
j2>J J
~^Lill jlJAp p-l ^
^jiL* yvf
^^
J^
^J;La -Ust JjU
Le-IH juJ»I JLt
jJI ^U>=ry ^~i 0;.
J. W >
^"^O^^a//^t^i/
>^r _ mr .L.J
tr^ 1 ,_$£>—±" Ju^C jV^«=* VVI
^jtiJI jjLc« ify~4\ J^jy o-^'r V VI
y .dl ^j~A ^jjIj aJjjU -vl
^/ -li I Oj L>c« J-y~^ ^S o^y V VI
J^IJI ~JI >u ^j~^\ oLf. ,_rJjk- ^V!
(3 j-v..,f?)l j^J ^c^-JI ijjlj l
-?jsr ^1
y JJJ _^\j ,_n—- U/ j»-frL" i>4> jlJ.I
J -U 1 j-^Sk** p* 1/ 1 sT JL-JI
(JjX—JI J^J JjLv» Jb-^l JLt JJyU jlJI
t3 jJJwajl ^«i UjLv* IjJi j^ol JL-JI
J%'^&d<us'MlMtft
nir_ n*\^t 2Ll-J
^j~>jJ -bit JL-JI ,ta—*aJI Jjj L» Ll->y J J VVI ^-^ J/ sj^l L-.VI
rjj>»- -^1 JLc JL-JI -C-tt~~U 1 <_£ .J -J aj—wj L-"» L-.VI (y^-JI ^jl-L jjJ>I v vi
f^SJI -Up i>*v" V' JL-JI ic^—r J~r-^ '-* l3-L- ^N/l t/^-i^ (j-jL* 4>! l/ill
j_o- _pL«JI JLc JL-JI ^tj-JI kiiiJbL.
,J jjS^j JT ^1 _£»_JI jjj ^-Jjb>- V VI
JUI J^li JlJI ^Cj_jJI J j- ^j -^ V-.VI ^5^—Jl jL\. ^Jjl>- ^1
^>VI ^aJI
^ J^J JL-JI ,^-JI ^Tj Jj ^1 c«—jjl C^L-J * jJJ J 4>- IJ^I
>_ •"*?'. ^f*^ JL_JI -t^«oJI (jl-~J- J^ ^' X^—jjl Jll5 ^^j3J J 4P- ^Vl
J* 1* L^H^ jlJI (_j --aj LjLic-j -Li )-J' jlJI (j^—ir' uV-r ^. Jj=t VVI
JjU^W ytf>U JL-JI ^ji»j Lb' JlJI ^y^-JI Jrjl il^»- lyVI
>^ p"* JL-JI
^
L J^ jlJI j^ Jl iJj'-Svj ^H. J JT ^JT vvi
^--Dl ^jy- ^j^J JwJI l^* ?TJ>=r XjJI s.y~jd\ ^jLaib J^^- fVI
l
-
,J>^ (?> JL-JI
-L-JI
.ta-J 1 ^3J lJN*» i-U^" VVI
u~iy? ?}j X-JI
J> s?-^ jlJI
(
_jC^-JI J^-f J>>- ^1
-L-*j Ju^
t
j^~*u JL-JI -^a 01 4 -*» J*> ^1
^^ i*S* JL_JI
jJL-VI
-L^- JLJ- JL-JI
x^_JI j ji'j
-^A1.-3 ^\
i* >^y *** *^* ljs^ jlJI
^X_JI j^ ^rwi^ jlJI ^^-Jl oUij o^_ ^j vvi
<_3'_«U' -lJ- i -Lc <r~>_^j. JLJI jjjj JjLLij jlJI x^_JI jLii- Cjj j j VVI
,U_*1
g-y»A\ j»jj\i jAjj\& <**
W
T* • C/.Jit5*" *^L4"i? {JJj^* ^34rT ~aJ^ T* v*- ^J J^"5 _/- J^ *r^ /<* e-Lj~l 4^-j-Vll
<Ujl.s ~J- 1 4*)jl\\ Cj Llk:* *~*j£ *La!l ^p {j jiU JU-j ^pL,« a^Ij Ia>-
• • &
aU jjJlr_ r-^:ll ^w.U-1 oi.*2.!l *-^k jl Sjb^/I oUjJ-.* jUI J;w J A^Li Ijlyl
• ifj"'^ u"->^ J. ^JJ^A J^La^ <-~>Vl (Jl A^-I^ail AlwJl aJti. jjlydl
IW^IAIAIAIA^^
juiyi ?dU ^.JjIp arJl
j UP /» j>-»i' ;uip
*.*>O0 y j*Jl -Lf- a~ Jl
r^£il jlp jlJl
j^ii r^!l jlp JLJl
Jr^ J. »*^< dWi .-LP J~Jl
~-V^ .-—. . 1
<L>- ^IjJ JLJl
,4s**j I ,-£*> <L~>-J.* ~LJI
<U)I J..P ^&a ^, ^, X
L«J>-I ji jf- cJaiU Jv.*«Jl
:L> j-vXtIa jl.
(jjwL*JI ^JL? .x?-i *lJ
i?L>- j jJl jj-o! jjbJo
iwJiJ I yuXj jj-^i JL*J
^b Jt»l>- Jc~J
^^UjJI jJU- jlJ
<~-~JI <—2jjj Ju*J
ils^a-* «• VAstf JwJ
J»UJ J%r JiU jlJ
jifr^i J. iJ& Ui^ii ,ji j>j>i i^\J\j Jj!\ JtiA '^\j\
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LS<
;i,
,-vS..* > j_j
\*4f 1 ..« d->
J4P j-v^ li Jw*J
(jjwUoJI ,yJJ' ?•**-* >-t^J
^*-.il wLp ^ .j wL
ur^rr ^.y
jj-i o^Ssfl jj^So)
^ f..<^2^-\ J La A^~J
cH-.J4lxL« kJ«J -\..v~J
JUJI Jl>-U a^J
l.jJI ju^ jl^J
I.
_
~i-^- *A^*^ wA„W*J
sJL^j *A.**** *-L«^ tal^^)
P.UVI Jlp j..^ jlJ
jlkS
-U.;£ JL~J
4)4^.5
,^a'L>- ^4^.^ ~L~J
£ jj&l
^^i.1
j\^P J^l Jj j JL*J
J* g
i?L>- JpL? jjiSOJ
Jp JpL? jj:SjJ
ao ?JL^ JL~J
tlkill .Ja-ilT Jl>l ^Lp JLJ
j^^I
-Lp -A—
J
J.pIH jULI wLp JwJ
aJO! 4^-j JU.;£
L>
JbLI ,U-I ~lp a~Jj
<j\jA
jlkaJl j^J\ wLp jjlSjJ
^»-4>-LJl ^yJl -Up J—
J
|uLvJi 1) 'jO I wLp j 4lS JJ
Ll^l
^>jjj -t*^ j-5 Ull jlp j.—
I
jj^« ^.JlJaJjl wLp j jlSjJ
A
JO%\ Jp dill jlp jlJ
JaiU-l ^S^ -Up JLJ
ji\j ^^Ul JLp -UvJ
^Up ^.ilil JLp Jv^vJ
£"[£> k^j[»j\\ ~Lp jl«J
jU-..» ^^UJl Xp j.~-J
_>-a?-Lj( jl>I j S
^JbLl JU-I jj^JL)
i-Ltll jl^I j, !
^jj.5 ji^I jl !
cyj j 3 -L~J
jl^S\^4j jliJL-l JL*J
jLJi jjl jjxSjJ
4~wAj J Jjl ) 4lj Jj
^<<4^ ^ 4AJ vJL>* X~JL»aj
Jls^l J\j>- J, i
Jjvlp L>- ^" J 4>- X^~J
j_^jUfy^t -T- ) 4>- U.^~J
OJ
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